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Preface

PLACES 2013 (full title: Programming Language Approaches to Concurrencyand Communication- cEntric Software) is the sixth edition of the PLACES workshop series. After the first PLACES, which was affiliated to DisCoTec in 2008,
the workshop has been part of ETAPS every year since 2009 and is now an established part of the ETAPS satellite events. The workshop series was started
in order to promote the application of novel programming language ideas to
the increasingly important problem of developing software for systems in which
concurrency and communication are intrinsic aspects. This includes software for
multi- and many-core systems, accelerators and large-scale distributed and/or
service-oriented systems. The scope of PLACES includes new programming language features, whole new programming language designs, new type systems,
new semantic approaches, new program analysis techniques, and new implementation mechanisms. This year’s call for papers attracted 15 submissions, from
which the programme committee selected 10 papers for presentation at the workshop. Each paper was reviewed by three PC members, in one case making use of
an additional sub-reviewer. The PC then discussed the papers and their reviews
in order to produce the final list of accepted papers. We used EasyChair for
the whole process, which, as always, made everything very straightforward. The
number of submissions was similar to previous years, which is an indication of a
healthy workshop. The selection process was difficult: some of the rejected papers could have been included if more time had been available for presentations,
but we were reluctant to compress the schedule too much; allowing plenty of
time for discussion is essential for a successful workshop. We are very pleased to
be able to offer an invited talk from Stefan Möhl of Mitrionics, and we are very
grateful to Mitrionics for paying his travel expenses. We feel that the invited
talk and the contributed talks together make up a very attractive programme
for this year’s PLACES, and we are looking forward to a lively and productive
meeting. Finally, we would like to thank the programme committee members for
their hard work, and the ETAPS workshop chairs and local organizers for their
help.
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Parallelism Turned the Other Way Around –
From Hardware to Software
Stefan Möhl
Mitrionics AB, Sweden
Abstract
The performance increase of desktop computers has markedly slowed down compared
to before the year 2000. The value of added cores does not match the value that doubled
clock speed used to give. Though Moore’s law continues unabated, software is no longer
able to leverage the added potential. This lack of performance increase might even be the
primary cause of the decline in PC sales: Without a performance increase, there is little
reason to replace your old PC with a new one.
It seems that there are few things more important in modern language design than
solving the problem of parallel programming, possibly even at the cost of programmability.
If recapturing the free lunch of continuous performance increases can be achieved, it may
well be worth taking a few steps back in programmability.
Chip design is inherently fully parallel. In contrast to software, where each instruction
uses the hardware in turn, a chip design has logic physically laid out for every operation
that will be performed by the chip. This means that every operation on a chip runs
simultaneously. Would it be possible to leverage the techniques for managing the huge
parallelism of hardware design for software development?
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From Lock Freedom to Progress Using Session Types
Luca Padovani
Dipartimento di Informatica, Università di Torino, Italy
luca.padovani@unito.it
Abstract
Drawing inspiration from Kobayashi’s type system for lock freedom, we define a behavioral type
system for ensuring progress in an asynchronous language of sessions. The key idea is to annotate
session types with timestamps representing the (abstract) times at which input/output actions are
supposed to occur, to make sure that such actions can be partially ordered, and to verify that processes
execute such actions in this order. Compared to related systems for session-based languages, the
presented type system is relatively simpler and appears capable of establishing global progress for a
wider range of processes.

1 INTRODUCTION. A system has the progress property if it does not accumulate garbage (messages that are produced and never consumed) and does not have dead code (processes that wait for
messages that are never produced). In slightly more formal terms using some conventional notation:
Definition 1 (progress). We say that P has progress if for every P0 such that P !⇤ P0 we have P0 !⇤ Q
for some Q with no pending messages and no processes blocked on an input action.
For session-based systems, where processes interact by means of sessions through disciplined interaction patterns described by session types, [2, 1] present type systems such that well-typed processes
have progress. These type systems analyze the dependencies between different (possibly interleaved)
sessions and establish progress if no circular dependency is found. In a different line of work [4],
Kobayashi defines a type system ensuring a lock-freedom property closely related to progress. Despite
the similarities between progress and lock-freedom, however, the type systems in [2, 1] and the one
in [4] are difficult to compare, because of several major differences in both processes and types. In particular, the type system in [1] is defined for an asynchronous language with a native notion of session,
while Kobayashi’s type system is defined for a basic variant of the synchronous, pure pi calculus.
The natural way for comparing these analysis techniques would require compiling a (well-typed)
session-based process into the pure pi calculus, and then using Kobayashi’s type systems for reasoning
on progress of the original process in terms of lock-freedom of the one resulting from the compilation.
While several such compilation schemes are known, they easily produce processes that are ill typed according to [4]. In this work we follow a different strategy: we lift the technique underlying Kobayashi’s
type system to a session type system for reasoning directly on the progress properties of processes. The
results are very promising, because unlike [2, 1] the type system we obtain does not require any auxiliary structure for keeping track of session dependencies and yet it is capable of proving progress for a
wider range of processes. In addition, the structure given by sessions allows us to simplify (and to make
more accessible) some technical aspects of Kobayashi’s original type system as well.
The limited space prevents us from giving a detailed and formal exposition of the type system, which
is solely illustrated by a series of examples. Some familiarity with session-oriented process calculi and
session types is assumed to understand the paper. A more thorough appreciation of the relationship
between the discussed analysis techniques presupposes some knowledge of [4, 1].
2 THE TYPE SYSTEM BY EXAMPLES. To illustrate the context in which we operate and the
key ingredients of the type system, let us consider a variant of the well-known “three buyer protocol”
described in [3, 1]. This protocol involves three “buyer processes” A, B, and C that cooperate in order to
2
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def

S = b1 ?query.b1 !payhamounti.(b1 ?OK + b1 ?NO)
def
A = a1 !query.a1 ?pay(x).if x  100 then a1 !OK.a2 !bye else a2 !payhx 100i.a2 !ha1 i
def
B = b2 ?bye.a3 !bye +
b2 ?pay(x).b2 ?(y).if x  100 then y!OK.a3 !bye else a3 !payhx 100i.a3 !hyi
def
C = b3 ?bye + b3 ?pay(x).b3 ?(y).if x  100 then y!OK else y!NO
Table 1: Implementation of S, A, B, and C processes.
purchase an item from the “seller process” S. Initially, A asks S for the item’s price and S replies with
the price. If the price falls within A’s budget, A accepts. Otherwise, A asks B to contribute and delegates
the rest of the conversation with S to B. In turn, B either accepts or asks for C’s contribution depending
on the available budget.
The behavior of these processes is more formally described by the terms in Table 1, which make use
of conventional constructs from session-oriented process calculi: processes are connected by means of
channels consisting of two peer endpoints. For instance, A uses endpoint a1 for sending messages to
(and receiving messages from) S; S does the same using endpoint b1 (the fact that a1 and b1 are peers is
made explicit by a restriction operator, which will be illustrated shortly). A and B communicate on the
channel identified by the endpoints a2 and b2 , while B and C communicate on a3 and b3 . Endpoints are
linear, meaning that each peer is owned by one process at any given point in time. Message output is
described by prefixes like b1 !payhamounti which specify the endpoint, the tag pay of the message, and
the argument amount (either the tag or the argument may be omitted when unimportant). Message input
is described by prefixes like a1 ?pay(x), where x binds the message argument, if present. Tags can be
used for selecting alternative branches, like in the case of bye and pay in B and C. The communication
topology between processes may change dynamically as a consequence of delegations, like a2 !ha1 i by
means of which A transfers the ownership of a1 to B. When this happens, B communicates with (and
transparently from) S through a1 . In turn, B may transfer the ownership of a1 to C with the delegation
a3 !ha1 i. The whole system may be described by the term
(na1 b1 )(S | (na2 b2 )(A | (na3 b3 )(B | C))
where each restriction (nai bi ) defines the scope of a session whose endpoints are ai and bi . An important
aspect which is not apparent from the modeling is that communication is asynchronous. This is achieved
by associating an unbounded queue with each endpoint of a channel. The queue accumulates all the
messages sent to that endpoint from its own peer, in the order in which they were sent.
To assess the safety of the system, namely that processes exchange messages of the correct type and
in the correct order, we associate peer endpoints with dual session types. For the processes in Table 1
we take the assignment {ai : Ti , bi : T i }i=1,2,3 where the Ti ’s and their respective duals T i ’s are defined
as:
T1 = !query.?pay[int].(!OK !NO)
T 2 = T 3 = !bye !pay[int].![!OK !NO]
T 1 = ?query.!pay[int].(?OK + ?NO)
T 2 = T 3 = ?bye + ?pay[int].?[!OK !NO]
Then, it is easy to find a correspondence between the structure of processes and that of session types to
verify that processes do indeed follow the protocols described by the Ti ’s and T i ’s. In particular, observe
that A sends endpoint a1 over endpoint a2 , that according to T2 the delegated endpoint must have type
!OK !NO, and that a1 at the time the delegation occurs has precisely that type.
We now shift our attention to the progress of the system. Because this system involves finite processes only, in this case progress corresponds to the property that the system should eventually reduce to
a configuration where all processes have terminated. Progress analysis is made difficult by two aspects:
3
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first, actions of different sessions are interleaved; second, the communication topology of the system
evolves over time as endpoints are delegated. The basic idea of Kobayashi’s type systems for lock freedom consists in (1) annotating each input/output action of a session type with a timestamp representing,
in abstract terms, when that action is supposed to occur and then (2) verifying whether all actions can be
(partially) ordered, according to their timestamp, so that no circular dependency is created.1 Regarding
(1), the session types T1 and T2 above are annotated thus:
T1 = !d1 query.?d2 pay[int].(!d3 OK

!d3 NO)

T2 = !d4 bye

!d4 pay[int].!d5 [!d3 OK

!d3 NO]

Observe that the actions !d3 OK and !d3 NO in T1 are annotated with the same timestamp because they
belong to the same choice (only one of them will be performed at the specified abstract time). The same
holds for the actions !d4 bye and !d4 pay[int] in T2 . Also, the type of the endpoint sent in the last action
of T2 is annotated with the same d3 timestamp used in T1 because such endpoint will have precisely
(some residual of) type T1 . Even if a2 and a3 are used according to the same session type, the fact that
they belong to different sessions may require different timestamp annotations. Therefore, we introduce
a new session type T3 that is structurally the same as T2 , except that it is annotated (wherever possible)
with fresh timestamps:
T3 = !d6 bye !d6 pay[int].!d7 [!d3 OK !d3 NO]
Regarding (2), we perform a dependency analysis on the structure of processes to deduce a set of
constraints on timestamps. Specifically, we apply the following two rules:
1.1 In a process a?m(x).P, the timestamp associated with (the topmost action in the type of) a must be
strictly smaller than the timestamps associated with (the topmost action in the type of) the other
endpoints different from a and x occurring free in P.
1.2 In a process a!mhbi.P, the timestamp associated with (the topmost action in the type of) a must be
strictly smaller than the timestamp associated with (the topmost action in the type of) b.
Rule 1.1 follows from the observation that, before any of the input/output actions pertaining any of
the endpoints occurring free in P takes place, it must be the case that the m message is received from
a. So, the topmost receive action described in the type of a must happen before any of the input/output
actions of all the other endpoints in P. Note that, unlike [4], rule 1.1 solely concerns input actions,
since we assume that communication is asynchronous and therefore output actions are non-blocking.
Rule 1.2 follows from the observation that the action a!mhbi must be completed before b can be used
by the receiver (we will return to this point shortly).
In addition, other constraints are imposed by the structure of session types:
2.1 The timestamps of corresponding actions in dual session types must be equal.
2.2 The timestamps of consecutive input actions in a session type must be non decreasing. By 2.1 ,
the same property must hold also for consecutive output actions.
Rule 2.1 can be explained by thinking that a synchronization between matching actions on the two
endpoints of a channel can occur if the two actions are executed “at the same time”. Quotation marks
are in order because, in an asynchronous communication model, there can be a latency between the time
a message is produced and the time it is actually consumed. Nonetheless, assigning the same timestamp
to corresponding actions prevents vicious dependencies whereby a process is blocked waiting for a
message that is produced only after the receive is completed. Rule 2.2 has to do with the asynchronous
communication model that we have adopted; its motivation requires a somewhat contrived configuration
and will be discussed in Example 3. If it is possible to associate timestamps in such a way that all the
constraints generated by the rules above are satisfied, then the system has progress:
1 For the time being we will think of timestamps d as of natural numbers. In Kobayashi’s type system the timestamp is actually
a pair of natural numbers, which can be useful for proving progress in more cases. See Example 6.
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Theorem 1. A well-typed process that obeys the rules 1.1 , 1.2 , 2.1 , 2.2 has progress.
Getting back to the system in Table 1, we can derive the following constraints:
• d2 < d4 (rule 1.1 for the a1 ?pay(x) action in A that blocks communications on a2 ).
• d5 < d3 (rule 1.2 for the action a2 !ha1 i in A).

• d4 < d6 and d5 < d6 (rule 1.1 for b2 ?bye and b2 ?(y) in B blocking communications on a3 ).
• d7 < d3 (rule 1.2 for the action a3 !hyi in B).

• d4  d5 and d6  d7 (rule 2.2 for T2 , T 2 , T3 , T 3 ).

This set of constraints admits the solution d1 = d2 = 0, d3 = 3, d4 = d5 = 1, d6 = d7 = 2. By
Theorem 1 we deduce that the system in Table 1 has progress. Note that the same system is ill typed
in [1], where the type system detects a circularity a1 < a2 < a1 (in A) and forbids a received endpoint
from being delegated (in B). We further illustrate the type system at work on a series of examples, whose
purpose is solely that of justifying the typing rules described above, rather than providing compelling
case studies.
Example 1. The process (nab)(ncd)(a?(x).d!hxi | c?(y).b!hyi) cannot be typed under the assignment
a : ?d1 [int], b : !d1 [int], c : ?d2 [int], d : !d2 [int] because the dependency analysis yields the unsolvable
constraints d1 < d2 and d2 < d1 . Indeed the process is stuck.
⌅
Example 2. The process (nab)a!hbi sends the endpoint b over its own peer. By virtue of asynchronous
communication this send succeeds, but results into a configuration where b is stored within its own
queue and cannot be read. In a conventional session type system the process can be typed with the
assignment a : T, b : S where T = !d [S] and S = µt.?d [t] (note that T = S if duality is defined modulo
unfolding of recursive types). However, by rule 1.2 we obtain the unsolvable constraint d < d .
⌅
Example 3. A slight variation of Example 2 which justifies rule 2.2 is (nab)a!h3i.a!hbi. This process
can be typed with the assignment a : T, b : S where T = !d1 [int].!d2 [S] and S = µt.?d1 [int].?d2 [t]. Without
2.2 the dependency analysis determines the sole constraint d2 < d1 which is solved by taking d1 = 1 and
d2 = 0, even though the process reaches a stuck configuration similar to that described in Example 2.
Rule 2.2 requires that d1  d2 must also hold, therefore making the set of constraints unsolvable. The
constraint can be explained by observing that both output actions succeed because of asynchrony, and b
can only be used after both messages have been received. Note that rule 2.2 applies only to subsequent
actions of the same kind. Therefore, in a recursive session type it may be overcome whenever there is
an alternation between input and output actions.
⌅
Example 4. The process (nab)(ncd)(a?(x).c!hxi.c?(y).a!hyi | b!h3i.d?(z).d!hzi.b?(z)) is not typable
in [1] because there are mutual dependencies between the two sessions: a from the first session blocks c
from the second session and then c blocks a. In general, the type system in [1] computes dependencies
taking sessions as atomic entities. By contrast, the type system for lock-freedom in [4] associates
timestamps with the single actions concerning endpoints. In our case we can type the process with
the assignment a : ?d1 [int].!d2 [int], b : !d1 [int].?d2 [int], c : !d3 [int].?d4 [int], d : ?d3 [int].!d4 [int] because the
dependency analysis determines the constraints d1 < d3 , d4 < d2 , and d3 < d2 which are solvable. ⌅
Example 5. Consider the process (nab)(ncd)(Xha, di |Y hc, bi) where X and Y are defined by the equadef
def
tions X(x, y) = x!h3i.y?(z).Xhx, yi and Y (x, y) = x!h4i.y?(z).Y hx, yi. An attempt to type the composition
Xha, di | Y hc, bi with the assignment a : µt.!d1 [int].t, b : µt.?d1 [int].t, c : µt.!d2 [int].t, d : µt.?d2 [int].t
yields the unsolvable set of constraints d2 < d1 (from d blocking a that occurs in the recursive invocation Xha, di) and d1 < d2 (from b blocking c that occurs in the recursive invocation Y hc, bi). Note that
this is an example of false positive, because the process has progress.
⌅
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Example 6. Consider the process (nab)(F(b) | (ncd)(F(d) | c?(y).a?(z))) where F is defined by F(x) =
x!h1i. There are two distinct invocations of F, one with b and the other one with d meaning that, even
if b and d belong to different sessions, they must necessarily have the same type, say !d [int] (hence a
and c have the same type ?d [int] as well). In this case rule 1.1 determines the unsolvable constraint
d < d because of the input action on c blocking another action on d. This is another example of false
positive, because the analyzed process does have progress. The technique that we have described so far
can be refined [4] to establish progress in this and similar cases. The idea is to represent timestamps as
pairs (t1 ,t2 ) of natural numbers. A useful intuition is to think of t1 and t2 as time limits within which the
action with type !(t1 ,t2 ) [int] is respectively initiated (the message of type int is sent) and completed (the
message of type int is received). This intuition is not entirely accurate because it is not required that
t1  t2 : a process using u : !(t1 ,t2 ) [int] must send a message of type int on u “within t1 time units” in the
sense that, before doing so, it can only wait for messages coming from channels v : ?(t3 ,t4 ) [S] provided
that t4 < t1 , because these messages are guaranteed to arrive before t1 expires. In general, rule 1.1
is refined by defining (t1 ,t2 ) < (t3 ,t4 ) whenever the completion time of the smaller timestamp (t2 ) is
strictly smaller than the initiation time of the larger timestamp (t3 ). Rule 2.1 is refined by requiring that
corresponding actions in dual session types have the two timestamps swapped. For example, the dual
of !(t1 ,t2 ) [int] is ?(t2 ,t1 ) [int]. Using these refinements and the assignment a : !(t1 ,t2 ) [int], b : ?(t2 ,t1 ) [int], c :
!(t1 ,t2 ) [int], d : ?(t2 ,t1 ) [int] the analysis in the process above yields the constraint t1 < t2 which is solved by
t1 = 0 and t2 = 1 (the reader can verify that previous examples are unaffected by this refinement).
⌅
3 CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE WORK. We have sketched an adaptation of the type system
for lock freedom described in [4] to an asynchronous language of sessions. As far as the progress
property is concerned, the resulting type system grants a more fine grained analysis than it is possible
with the technique described in [1] and requires a relatively simpler technical machinery. Our work
makes it possible to better appreciate the connections between the type systems in [4] and that in [1].
In particular, the rules 1.1 and 1.2 are pivotal in all these papers. Rule 2.1 corresponds to a much
simplified notion of reliability in [4], which in our context collapses to a straightforward (i.e. syntactic)
extension of session type duality that takes into account timestamps. Rule 2.2 appears to be tied to the
asynchronous (but order-preserving) communication model which we adopt. There seems to be a further
connection (which is yet to be fully understood) related to the process in Example 6. This process has
a peculiar (albeit common) nested structure whereby an outer session is temporarily interrupted by an
inner one. Interestingly, in Kobayashi’s type system this process is typable only using pairs of time
limits and in [1] only because of an ad hoc treatment of processes having such nested structure.
We still find disturbing that a process like that in Example 5 cannot be typed in any of the considered
type systems. In principle, it should be possible to conclude that the detected circular dependencies are
harmless because they regard disjoint stages of the interaction, which is what happens for instance in
Example 4. We are currently investigating ways for addressing this weakness.
REFERENCES.
[1] Lorenzo Bettini, Mario Coppo, Loris D’Antoni, Marco De Luca, Mariangiola Dezani-Ciancaglini, and Nobuko
Yoshida. Global progress in dynamically interleaved multiparty sessions. In LNCS 5201, pages 418–433, 2008.
[2] Mariangiola Dezani-Ciancaglini, Ugo de’Liguoro, and Nobuko Yoshida. On progress for structured communications. In LNCS 4912, pages 257–275, 2007.
[3] Kohei Honda, Nobuko Yoshida, and Marco Carbone. Multiparty asynchronous session types. In Proceedings
of POPL’08, pages 273–284, 2008.
[4] Naoki Kobayashi. A type system for lock-free processes. Inf. and Comput., 177(2):122–159, 2002.
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Abstract
In recent work [6], we have developed a session types discipline for adaptable processes—a core
language for concurrency in which located processes may be stopped, duplicated, or discarded at
runtime. Our aim is to understand whether known techniques for the static analysis of structured
communications scale up to the challenging context of context-aware, adaptable distributed systems,
in which disciplined interaction and dynamic reconfiguration are intertwined concerns. Our work is
an initial step towards this general goal; it is also driven by the observation that analyses of structured communications could be more effective if grounded on process languages enhanced to capture
emerging phenomena in distributed systems. We focus on dynamic reconfiguration, a crucial issue in,
e.g., the cloud-based infrastructures in which distributed applications are deployed nowadays. In this
short note, we summarize and illustrate the framework in [6].

1

Introduction

The type-theoretic foundations provided by session types have proved successful in the analysis of complex communication scenarios. This is witnessed by, e.g., the several extensions and enhancements of
early session types proposals [9] with common concepts/idioms in practical distributed programming.
Interestingly, while often such extensions have appealed to increasingly sophisticated type structures
(which feature, e.g., subtyping [8], dependent/indexed types [4], and kinding [3]), the associated modeling language —the polyadic p-calculus— has remained essentially the same. This “asymmetric” development of session types and process languages should not appear as a surprise: because of its canonicity
and expressiveness, the p-calculus represents a rather natural choice for representing concurrent systems
which interact by following precise —yet intricate— behavioral patterns.
We are interested in one such patterns, namely dynamic reconfiguration: it allows to represent the
suspension, replacement, or abortion of running interacting processes. As such, it can be useful to model
and reason about important mechanisms in modern distributed systems, such as code mobility, online
software update, failure recovery (as in, e.g., constructs for exceptions/compensations), and scaling (i.e.,
the ability of acquiring/releasing computing resources based on runtime demand). These mechanisms
typically have a global effect over the system and are meant to be executed atomically. Hence, they
appear difficult to implement as p-calculus specifications: it is not obvious how name passing/scope
extrusion —the central abstraction vehicles of the p-calculus— can be used to model this kind of global
reconfiguration primitives while retaining atomicity and an adequate level of abstraction for reasoning.
Based on these limitations, and with the aim of setting a formal framework for reasoning about
communicating systems with dynamic reconfiguration, with Bravetti and Zavattaro we have developed
a framework of adaptable processes [1]. Adaptable processes extend usual process calculi with two
constructs: located processes l[P] and update processes l{U}, where P is a process and U is a context
(a process with zero or more occurrences of a variable X). While located processes explicitly represent
distributed interaction, update processes provide a built-in adaptation mechanism for located processes.
More precisely, by synchronizing on name l, processes l[P] and l{U} may reduce to U[P] —the process
7

which results from substituting occurrences of X in U with P. This way, we obtain a mechanism for
dynamic process reconfiguration which is performed atomically in a single reduction.
In recent work [6], we have started to explore the integration of a session-typed discipline into a pcalculus with located and update processes. The intention is to understand whether session types scale
up to the challenging context of context-aware, adaptable distributed systems, in which disciplined communication and dynamic reconfiguration are intertwined concerns. Indeed, processes in our language
may evolve either by the usual forms of synchronization but also by performing evolvability actions.
Hence, besides showing that well-typed processes respect session types along computation, we have
proved that the interplay of communicating and evolvability actions is consistent, i.e., an update action
for a located process can only take place if such a process is not already involved in an active session.
That is, consistency ensures that evolvability steps do not interfere with the session-typed protocols.
Technically, our work builds upon the approach of Garralda et al [7] on session types for Ambients, and
extends it to the case of adaptable processes which run in arbitrary, nested locations.
In this short note, we summarize the main elements of the framework in [6] and illustrate it with an
example. We also mention some topics for future work. The reader is referred to [1, 6] for details and
motivation on untyped and typed adaptable processes, respectively.

2

A Framework of Disciplined, Adaptable Processes

Syntax and Semantics. We consider a minor extension of the usual polyadic p-calculus for binary
session types (cf. [9]). Besides expected base sets for names a, b, x, . . ., channels c, d, . . ., labels n, n0 , . . .,
and constants k, k0 , . . ., our process syntax relies on locations, ranged over l, l 0 , . . ., process variables,
ranged over X, X0 , . . .; recursion variables, ranged over Y,Y 0 , . . .; and integers, ranged over j, h, . . .. We
use u, u0 to denote names and channels. Processes are thus given by the following grammar:
Expressions e
Processes P

::=
::=
|
|
|

k | e1 + e2 | e1 e2 | . . .
open a (c : rq ).P | chẽi.P | c(x̃).P | P k P
c . {n1 : P1 , . . . , nk : Pk } | c / n.P | c!(d).P | c?(d).P
rec(Y :F·D).P | Y | if e then P else Q | closehci.P | (nu)P | 0
l h [P] (h 0) | X | lDD21 {P(X)}

The first four lines present an almost standard session-typed language with session passing (delegation) [10]. Differences are in presence of an explicit prefix for session closing, denoted closehci, and in
the session opening construct, which is annotated with a session type rq . While the former is useful to
count the number of active sessions in a given located process, the latter is related to the fact that session
types in a global computing scenario represent decentralized service offerings. These differences were
first proposed by Garralda et al. [7] in the context of session types for the Ambient calculus.
Constructs related to adaptable processes are given in the last line. We have located processes l h [P]
and update processes lDD21 {P(X)}, where P(X) denotes a process with one or more occurrences of a
variable X. Locations are transparent: hence, in l h [P] process P may evolve autonomously until it is
updated by an update action on l. One objective of our type system is then to discipline such update
actions, so as to avoid updating processes which contain open sessions. To this end, processes are
annotated: while in l h [P] integer h denotes the number of active sessions in P, in lDD21 {P(X)} both D1 and
D2 denote type-based interfaces—roughly, collections of session types. A process lDD21 {P(X)} will be
able to update a located process with interface (compatible with) D1 thus resulting in a (reconfigured)
process with interface D2 . These annotations are central to the operational semantics, which is defined
as a reduction relation. Fig. 1 reports some selected reduction rules; we use C, D, E to denote (syntactic)
contexts which represent the nested structure of located processes.
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( R :O PEN )
( R :I/O)
( R :U PD )
( R :PASS )
( R :C LOSE )
( R :R ES )

⇥
⇤
E C[open a (c : rq ).P] k D[open a (d : r q ).Q]
⇥
⇤
E C[chẽi.P] k D[c(x̃).Q]
⇥
⇤
E C[l 0 [Q]] k D[lDD21 {P(X)}] (with D[Q] ⇣ D1 )
⇥
⇤
E C[c!(d).P] k D[c?(d).Q]
⇥
⇤
E C[closehci.P] k D[closehci.Q]
if P ! P0

!
!
!
!
!

then

⇥
⇤
0
0
(nc0 ) E + C+ [P{c /c}] k D+ [Q{c /d}]
⇥
⇤
E C[P{k̃/x̃}] k D[Q] (ẽ # k̃)
⇥
⇤
E C[P{Q/X}] k D[0]
⇥
⇤
E C [P] k D+ [Q]
⇥
⇤
E C [P] k D [Q]
(nu)P ! (nu)P0

Figure 1: Selected Reduction Rules. We use ẽ # k̃ to denote an evaluation relation on expressions.
The semantics relies on a structural congruence relation (omitted), which handles scope extrusion
for channels and names in the usual way. Rules ( R :O PEN ) and ( R :C LOSE ), which formalize session
establishment and termination, resp., use two operations over contexts, denoted C+ and C . Informally,
C+ (resp. C ) denotes the context obtained from C by increasing (resp. decreasing) the annotation h in
all of its located processes. Rule ( R :U PD ) captures the essence of our notion of consistency: a (located)
process Q can be updated only if (i) it contains no active sessions, and (ii) its interface (denoted D[Q] in
the rule) is compatible with the update process. This is denoted D[Q] ⇣ D1 . For the sake of generality,
this compatibility relation is left unspecified.
Type System and Main Results. We have deliberately aimed at retaining a type structure close to
standard session types presentations. Assuming a set of basic types, ranged over k, k 0 , . . ., we have:
Pre-session types z
Closed pre-session types r
Session types w

::=
|
,
::=

e | !(k̃).z | ?(k̃).z | !(s ).z | ?(s ).z | t
&{n1 : z1 , . . . , nk : zk } |
{n1 : z1 , . . . , nk : zk }
{z | ftv(z ) = 0}
/
rq | ?

| µt.z

Session types are annotated with a linear or unrestricted qualification, denoted q; this is necessary
to type process recursion. To formalize typing environments, we use interfaces D, which are collections
of closed pre-session types r. Intuitively, these represent available but not yet active sessions. Set F
collects information on already active sessions: it records a channel name and its associated session
type. While G is a first-order environment which maps expressions with basic types k, the higher-order
environment Q stores the type of process/recursion variables. This way, a type judgment is of form
G ; Q ` P :: F; D
stating that, under environments G and Q, process P has active sessions declared in F and interface D.
We only present typing rules for adaptable and update processes; see [6] for a full account.
( T:L OC )

G ; Q ` P :: F; D
h = #{c | c : w 2 F}
h
G ; Q ` l [P] :: F; D

( T:U PD )

G ; Q, X : D1 ` P :: 0;
/ D2

G ; Q ` lDD21 {P(X)} :: 0;
/ 0/

While rule ( T:L OC ) checks that the annotation for located processes corresponds to the number of open
sessions, rule ( T:U PD ) ensures that the annotations for update processes correspond to the interface of
the variable involved, and to that offered by the process.
We now summarize the main properties of well-typed processes. Some auxiliary definitions are required. Process P is said to be communicating over channel c if it sends (resp. receives) a value/session
on c, if it makes a selection (resp. offers a choice), or if it closes a session on c. Then, two communicating processes are dual on session c if they are complementary to each other: i.e., if one sends, the
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other receives on c; if one makes a selection, the other chooses; or if they are closing the same session c.
We write Qhci and Qhci for two dual communicating processes on c. Also, let !r stand for an update
action, i.e., a reduction inferred using rule ( R :U PD ) (possibly with the interplay of restriction/structural
congruence rules). A session on channel c is consistent in a process P if, for all P0 , P00 such that
⇥
⇤
P !⇤ P0 ⌘ (n ũ) E C[Qhci ] k D[Qhci ]

⇥
⇤
and P0 !r P00 , then 9E 0 ,C0 , D0 such that P00 ⌘ (n ũ) E 0 C0 [Qhci ] k D0 [Qhci ] . Hence, intuitively, consistency formalizes the fact that reductions corresponding to update actions do not disrupt the behavior
of communicating processes in already active sessions. They can only involve parts of the system not
engaged into active sessions.
In [6] we have shown that all sessions in our well-typed processes are consistent. This result follows
from the subject reduction theorem below: i.e., well-typedness is preserved by reduction.
Theorem 1 (Subject reduction). If G ; Q ` P :: F; D and P ! Q then one of the following holds:
(1) G ; Q ` Q :: F; D;
(2) G ; Q ` Q :: F; D0 , for some D0 ;
0
(3) G ; Q ` Q :: F, c : ?; D , for some D0 ⇢ D and channel c.
The above items correspond to the different possibilities for reduction. The main consequence of
Thm. 1 is the absence of communication errors for well-typed processes. It also allows us to prove that
every session that is established along the evolution of a process is consistent. We can indeed state:
Corollary 1 (Consistency by Typing). Suppose G ; Q ` P :: F; D is a well-typed process. Then every
session rq 2 D is consistent.
This result follows from Thm. 1 by observing that enabling update actions only for located processes
without active sessions (cf. rule ( R :U PD )), essentially rules out the possibility of updating a location
containing a communicating process Phci , as defined above. Indeed, our type system ensures that the
annotations enabling update actions are correctly assigned and maintained along reduction.

3

Example: Dynamic Update in Workflow Applications

We now discuss a simple model of a workflow application, which extends the example given in [1]. Our
model combines the main features of adaptable processes (nested locations and update processes) with
delegation, the well-known instrument to represent reconfiguration in session-typed processes.
Briefly, a workflow is a conceptual unit that describes how a number of activities coordinate to
achieve a given task. A workflow-based application usually consists of a workflow runtime engine that
contains a number of workflows running concurrently on top of it; a workflow base library on which
activities may rely on; and of a number of runtime services, which are typically application dependent.
Exploiting nested, located processes, we may abstract a workflow application as the following process:

⇥
⇤
0
App , wfa we0 WE k W1 k · · · k Wk k wbl0 [BL] k S1 k · · · k S j

where the application is modeled as an located process wfa which contains a workflow engine (located
at we) and a number of runtime services S1 , . . . , S j . In turn, the workflow engine contains a number of
workflows W1 , . . . , Wk , a process WE (which represents the engine’s behavior and is left unspecified),
and a located process wbl representing the base library (also left unspecified). A single workflow Wi
is composed of a number of activities: it is modeled as a located process wi containing a process WLi
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—representing the workflow’s logic—, and n activities, which are located process on names a j :

n
0
Wi , wi WLi k ’ a0j [P j ]
j=1

We focus on⇥ the i-th workflow. Suppose
that it has two activities only, located on names r and t. That
⇤
is, Wi , wi0 WLi k r0 [P1 ] k t0 [P2 ] , with P1 defined as
P1 , open a (s : s ).s(u, p).s / n1 .Q[s].closehsi

and where s describes the session on s (i.e., the input, the selection, and the unspecified behavior
represented by Q[s]). We now illustrate a simple reconfiguration policy for r0 [P1 ], expressible in our
language. Suppose WLi , Rec, where Rec is a reconfiguration policy for activity r, defined as follows:
Rec ,

if e then rss v0 [X] else rDs r10 [P0 ] k r20 [P00 ]

where:

0

, open a (s : s ).open b (d :!(s )).d!(s).closehdi

00

, open b (e :?(s )).e?(s).s(u, p).s / n1 .Q[s].closehsi.closehei

P
P

Thus, Rec formalizes a reconfiguration policy that depends on the boolean value e evaluates to: if e
reduces to true, then the behavior at activity r will be kept unchanged, but it will be relocated to name v:
⇥
⇤
Wi !⇤ wi0 v0 [P1 ] k t0 [P2 ]
Otherwise, if e evaluates to false, an update action on r will reconfigure the distributed structure of P1 :
⇥
⇤
Wi !⇤ wi0 r10 [P0 ] k r20 [P00 ] k t0 [P2 ]
(1)

Thus, in a single step, the monolithic service P1 will be replaced with a more flexible implementation
in which P0 (located at r1 ) first establishes a session and then delegates it to P00 (located at r2 ). This
update action is transparent to any user of the first activity of Wi ; it is possible because the interface of
P1 (i.e., s ) coincides with the annotation of the update process. Also, observe that interface D contains
entries for session types !(s ) and ?(s ), which are declared in P0 and P00 , respectively. Finally, notice
that in (1) there is an unbalance in the number of open and close prefixes located at r1 and r2 which may
appear puzzling. This unbalance is due to delegation; upon session establishment associated annotations
are treated consistently thanks to Rule ( R :PASS ) in Fig. 1.
Clearly, more interesting reconfiguration policies can be expressed in our framework. The above
scenario already illustrates how our framework extends the expressiveness of session-typed languages
with dynamic reconfiguration. Typing not only ensures correct communications between P and its partner on channel s: by relying on Cor. 1, we know that well-typedness also implies session consistency,
i.e., an update action on r performed by Rec will not occur if P1 has already established a session.

4

Concluding Remarks and Future Work

We have presented the main elements for a simple integration of session types into adaptable processes,
a process calculi framework for specifying interacting processes which may be suspended, updated, or
discarded at runtime. Our work appears to be the first attempt in addressing the integration of dynamic
evolution issues in models of communicating systems in which interaction is described by session types.
As we have explained above, the work summarized here is only an initial step towards that goal; there
are several open issues we intend to explore in future work:
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- We would like to investigate progress (deadlock freedom) for adaptable, session-typed processes.
This includes adapting to our setting known session type systems for ensuring progress [5, 2], but also
understanding whether the information added by such systems (e.g., orderings on session events) can
be combined with appropriate update actions to prevent/overcome deadlocked sessions at runtime.
- Our nested, transparent locations may be too “open” for some applications. In fact, we would like to
have ways of enforcing secure updates, so as to protect located processes from unintended evolvability
actions—as in, for instance, update actions triggered by unauthorized users, or update actions based
on permissions for replacing, extending, or destroying the behavior of a located process.
- In this presentation, we have refrained from enriching the typing system with information related to
updates. We think such an extension would not be difficult, and could offer a way to better control
update actions. This way, for instance, one could decree (and statically check) that update actions
occur only in selected parts of a communication protocol.
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Abstract
There is a PhD student who says “I found a pair of wooden shoes. I put a coin in the
left and a key in the right. Next morning, I found those objects in the opposite shoes.” We
do not claim existence of such shoes, but propose a similar programming abstraction in
the context of typed lambda calculi. The result, the Amida calculus, extends Abramsky’s
linear lambda calculus LF and characterizes Abelian logic.

1

Introduction

We consider a pair of primitives c and c̄ so that c outputs c̄’s input and vice versa. We assign
type ' ( to c and ( ' to c̄, thus adding the axiom (' ( ) ⌦ ( ( ')1 where ( is the
multiplicative implication [4]. We obtain the send–receive communication when we specialize
the axiom as (' ( 1) ⌦ (1 ( '); the left hand side c of type ' ( 1 is sending and the right
hand side c̄ of type 1 ( ' is receiving. We investigate how far this can go.
Types and Terms We assume a countably infinite set of propositional variables, for which
we use X, Y and so on. We define a type ' by BNF: ' ::= 1 | X | '⌦' | ' ( ' | ' ' | '&' .
We assume countably infinitely many variables x, y, z, . . .. Before defining terms, following
Abramsky’s linear lambda calculus LF [1], we define patterns p binding sets of variables: ⇤ is
a pattern binding ;, hx, i and h , xi are patterns binding {x}, and x ⌦ y is a pattern binding
{x, y}. All patterns are from Abramsky’s LF [1]. Using patterns, we inductively define a term t
with free variables S. We assume countably infinitely many channels with involution satisfying
c̄ 6= c and c̄¯ = c. Terms t, u are defined by BNF:
t, u ::= ⇤ | x | t ⌦ u | tu | ht, ui | inl(t) | inr(t) | x.t | let t be p in u | match t of inl(x).u/inr(y).v | ct
where only the last clause is original, introducing channels. We introduce an abbreviation
ign ✏ in t ⌘ t ign s0 , !
s in t ⌘ let s0 be ⇤ in (ign !
s in t) inductively for a sequence of terms !
s,
where ✏ stands for the empty sequence. The symbol ign is intended to be pronounced “ignore.”
The ign is introduced because we cannot silently throw away terms using the weakening rule.
Typing Derivations On top of Abramsky’s linear lambda calculus LF [1], we add a rule to
make a closed term of type (' ( ) ⌦ ( ( '). A context is a possibly empty sequence of
variables associated with types where the same variable appears at most once. A hypersequent
is inductively defined as O ::= ✏ | ( ` t : '
O) where is a context. Each ` t : ' is called
a component of a hypersequent. The typing rules are in Figure 1. Most rules are taken from
Abramsky [1]. The Sync rule is original. Rules &R and L are only applicable to singleton
hypersequents. The type system characterizes Abelian logic [7].
⇤A

JSPS fellow supported by Grant-in-Aid for JSPS Fellows 23-6978.
the author talked about (' ( ) ( ( '), Takeuti Izumi asked about substituting

1 When

with ⌦.
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Ax

Merge O
O

x:' ` x:'
O
O

IE

Y. Hirai

1R

, x : ', y : ,
, y : , x : ',

1L

` ⇤:1

EE

O
` t:'
, z : 1 ` ign z in t : '

O

O
O

` t:'
` ct :

(R

O
O

, x:' ` t:
` x.t : ' (

O

O
, x:' ` t:✓
, z : ' & ` let z be hx, i in t : ✓

R0

O

O

` u:
` c̄u : '
(L

O

` t:'

O

O

O

O
O

O0

` t:'
` u:
, ` t ⌦ u:' ⌦

` t:'
` u:
` ht, ui : ' &

&R

O
, y : ` t:✓
, z : ' & ` let z be h , yi in t : ✓
R1

, z :'

` t:'

O0

O
, x : ', y : ` t : ✓
, z : ' ⌦ ` let z be x ⌦ y in t : ✓

` t:'
` inl(t) : '
L

` u:

` u:

` t:'
x: , ` u:✓
, f : ' ( , ` u[(f t)/x] : ✓
&L1

` t:'
x : ', ` u :
, ` u[t/x] :

O

O

⌦R
⌦L

O

O

Cut

` t:✓
` t:✓

Sync

&L0

O0
O0

O

O

` u:
` inr(u) : '

, x:' ` u:✓
, y: ` v:✓
` match z of inl(x).u/inr(y).v : ✓

Figure 1: The typing rules of the Amida calculus. O and O0 stand for hypersequents.

Evaluation As a programming language, the Amida calculus is equipped with an operational
semantics that evaluates some closed hyper-terms into a sequence of terms. An evaluation
sequence E is defined by the following grammar: E ::= ✏ | (t + t
E) .
Now we define evaluation as a set of evaluation sequences (Figure 2). Though most rules
are similar to those of Abramsky’s LF [1], we add the semantics for channels.

Theorem 1 (Type Preservation of the Amida calculus). The hypersequent ` t0 : '0
···
`
tn : 'n is derivable and an evaluation sequence t0 + v0
···
tn + vn is also derivable without
eval-subst2 , then ` v0 : '0
···
` vn : 'n is derivable.

2

Session Types and Processes as Abbreviations

Session Types as Abbreviations As an abbreviation, we introduce session types. Session types [6] can specify a communication protocol over a channel. The definitions and the

2 We
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E
E

⇤+⇤
eval-subst
E

ex
E

E

E

t+v

E

u[v/x] + w

u[v/x, w/y] + v 0

E

let t be x ⌦ y in u + v

E

t + t0

E
E

s+s

0

s + s0
t+t

t + ht0 , t1 i

0

t + x.t0

E

u[t/x] + w

t+v⌦w

t+⇤
u+v
ign t in u + v

E0

u[t1 /y] + w

t + inl(v)

tu + w

E0
E0

E
E

t+v
ct + w
E

ht, ui + ht, ui

E0

E

let t be h , yi in u + w

E

t0 [v/x] + w

u+v

E

Merge E
E

0

x.t + x.t

E

E
E

u+w
(c, c̄ only here)
c̄u + v
t + ht0 , t1 i

match t of inl(x).u/inr(y).u0 + w

E
E

E

u[t0 /x] + w

let t be hx, i in u + w

E
t+v
inl(t) + inl(v)

u[v/x] + w

t+v
u+w
t⌦u+v⌦w

t + inr(v)

E
u+w
inr(u) + inr(w)
u0 [v/y] + w

match t of inl(x).u/inr(y).u0 + w

Figure 2: The definition of evaluation relation of the Amida calculus. E is possibly empty
evaluation sequence. In Merge, for any channel c, it is not the case that E contains c and E 0
contains c̄.

descriptions are modification from Wadler [8]’s translations and descriptions of session types.
!'
?'

⌘'(

output a value of ' then behave as

⌘'⌦

input a value of ' then behave as

{li : 'i }i2I ⌘ '0 & · · · & 'n ,

&{li : 'i }i2I ⌘ '0
end ⌘ 1

···

'n ,

I = {0, . . . , n}
I = {0, . . . , n}

select from 'i with label li
o↵er choice of 'i with label li
terminator

where I is a finite downward-closed set of natural numbers like {0, 1, 2, 3}. As Wadler [8] notes,
the encoding looks opposite of what some would expect, but as Wadler [8] explains, we are
typing channels instead of processes.
A linear type ('` possibly with subscript) is generated by this grammar:
'` ::= end | ! '` | ? '` |

{li : '`i }i2I | &{li : '`i }i2I

Our duals of linear types are almost the same as Wadler [8]’s except that end is self-dual:
! '` = ? ' `

? '` = ! ' `

{li : '`i }i2I = &{li : '`i }i2I
Processes as Abbreviations
xhui. t ⌘ t[(xu)/x]

x(y). t ⌘ let x be y ⌦ x in t
0⌘⇤

&{li : '`i }i2I =

{li : '`i }i2I

end = end .

We define the senders and receivers as abbreviations:
send u through channel x and then use x in t
receive y through channel x and use x and y in t
do nothing
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For example, a process that just sends t on x is xhti. ign x in 0, which is identical to ign xt in ⇤.
Process typing rules as Abbreviations The session type abbreviation and the processes
abbreviation allow us to use the typing rules in the next proposition.
Theorem 2 (Process Typing Rules: senders and receivers). These rules are admissible.
O

O

y : , x:
x:?

` t:'

` x(y). t : '

O

, x:

O

,

` t:'

, x:!

` u:

` xhui. t : '

O

O

` t:'

` 0:1

, x : end ` ign x in t : '

Implementing Channels We introduced primitives c and c̄ implementing (1 ( ') ⌦ (' (
1). These can be seen as channels of session types ?' end and !' end. We can generalize this
phenomenon to the more complicated session types.
Proposition 1 (Session realizers). For any linear type '`, the hypersequent ` t : '`
is derivable for some terms t and u.

` u : '`

We call the above pair t, u in the statement the session realizers of '` and denote them by
.('` ), /('` ). Moreover, we use ./('` ) to denote the pair .('` ) ⌦ /('` ). We can replace free
variables with dual linear types by session realizers.
Corollary 1 (Binding both ends of a channel). If O
, x : '` ` t :
`
`
derivable, O
` t[.(' )/x] :
` u[/(' )/y] : ✓ is also derivable.

, y : '` ` u : ✓ is

We define the name restriction as an abbreviation: ⌫x : '` .t ⌘ let ./('` ) be xL ⌦ xR in t where
we assume injections x 7! xL and x 7! xR whose images are disjoint. This can also be typed.
Theorem 3 (Process typing rule: name restriction). The following typing rule is admissible.

O

O

, x : '` , y : '` ` t :
` ⌫x : '` .t[xL /x][xR /y] :

Example 1 (Connecting processes using the session realizers). Using the session realizers, we
can connect processes. Indeed, we can type processes making channel-passing communication:
`⌫(x : ?(!(1

1) end) end).⌫(y : !(1

1) end).

(xR hyL i. yR (z). ign xR , yR in z) ⌦ (xL (w0 ). ign xL in w0 hinl(⇤)i. ign w0 in ⇤) : (1

1) ⌦ 1

is derivable. Also, this evaluation sequence is derivable:
⌫(x : !(1

1) end). (xL hinl(⇤)i. ign xL in ⇤) ⌦ (xR (z). ign xR in z) + ⇤ ⌦ inl(⇤) .

Proposition 2 (Copycatting). Any linear type '` has a derivation for x : '` , y : '` ` t : 1 .

3

Related Work and Discussion

Caires and Pfenning’s Typing System Caires and Pfenning [3] provide a type system for
a fragment of ⇡-calculus. Their type system imposes a discipline stronger than necessary to
provide deadlock freedom. For example, this escrowing process P below is not typable in their
type system: P = xhyi. x(a). y(b). xhbi. yhai. 0 . The process first emits a channel y through
channel x and then performs the escrow; it takes inputs from x and y and outputs them
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respectively to y and x. Following the informal description of types by Caires and Pfenning [3],
the process P should be typable as ` P :: x : (A ( B) ⌦ (B ( A) . However, such typing is
not possible because (A ( B) ⌦ (B ( A) is not a theorem of dual intuitionistic linear logic
(DILL). In our type system, the following sequent is derivable
x : !(!B ?A end) ?B !A end ` ⌫(y : !B ?A end).xhyL i. x(a). yR (b). xhbi. yR hai. ign x, y in 0 : 1 .
Wadler’s Encoding Wadler [8] gave a similar encoding, but his definition of processes does
not recognize the escrowing process xhyi. x(a). y(b). xhbi. yhai. 0 as a process at all. His grammar
requires the output construction to be used in the form xhyi. (P | Q) where x is bound in Q
but not in P and y is bound in P but not in Q. There is a way to escape the above restriction
by making P and Q communicate, but that option is banned by the typing rules. That said,
Wadler’s system is similar to ours; our abbreviations are largely from his translations.
Giunti and Vasconcelos’s Type System Giunti and Vasconcelos [5] gives a type system for the pi calculus with the type preservation theorem. They say “the goal of this work
is to equip types with a constructor able to denote the two ends of a same channel” [5,
, x : (S, S) ` P
Introduction]. One of their typing rules
is similar to a rule in Thm. 3
` (⌫x)P
O
, x : ' ` , y : '` ` t :
. More close comparison is desirable.
O
` ⌫x : '` .t[xL /x][xR /y] :
Replication We expect it straightforward to add replication of processes by adding recursions
in our type system. As a guidance we can take µMALL of Baelde [2].
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Abstract. Recent work on the enhancement of multiparty session types with logical
annotations enable the effective verification of properties on (1) the structure of the
conversations, (2) the sorts of the messages, and (3) the actual values exchanged. In [2]
we extend this work to enable the specification and verification of mutual effects of
multiple cross-session interactions. Here we give a sound and complete embedding into
the Hennessy-Milner logic to justify the expressiveness of the approach in [2] and to
provide it with a logical background that will enable us to compare it with similar approaches.

1

Introduction

The Hennessy-Milner Logic (HML) is an expressive modal logic with a strong semantic characterisation [6] that enables the specification of arbitrary behavioural properties
of processes. Recent work on the enhancement of multiparty session types with logical annotations [2, 3] addressed key challenges for logical specifications of processes,
which were unexplored in the context of HML, such as the tractability of specifications
of multiparty choreographies.
The work in [2, 3] is based on multiparty session types [3, 4, 7] and inherits the
same top-down approach.The key idea is that conversations are built as the composition
of units of design called sessions which are specified from a global perspective (i.e.,
a global type). Each global type is then projected, making the responsibilities of each
endpoint explicit. This approach enables: (1) the effective verification of properties such
as session fidelity, progress, and error freedom, and (2) the modular local verification
(i.e., of each principal) of global properties of multiparty interactions.
The direct use of HML for the same purpose would require to start from endpoint
specifications and then to check their mutual consistency, hence would not offer the
same tractability. Starting from global assertions, instead, results in significant concision, while still enjoying generality in the modelling and verification of choreographies.
By enhancing multiparty session types with logical annotations, [3] enables the effective verification of properties on the actual values exchanged, other than the properties on the sorts of the messages guaranteed by [4, 7]. For instance, global type G in (1)
describes, following a similar syntax to [4], a conversation where role S sends role C an
integer and then continues as specified by global type G . Following [3], assertion G in
(1) can be obtained by annotating global type G; assertion G further prescribes that the
This work has been partially sponsored by the project Leverhulme Trust award ”Tracing Networks”.

exchanged value, say y, must be greater than 10. Note that y is bound in G and the fact
y 10 can be relied on in the subsequent interactions.
G

C : int .G

S

G

S

C : y : int y

(1)

10 .G

In [2] we extended [3] with the capability to refer to virtual states local to each
network principal, hence expressing not only properties confined to the single multiparty sessions, but also stateful specifications incorporating mutual effects of multiple
sessions run by a principal.
S

C : y : int y

10

y

(2)

S.x S.x++

Consider now the protocol in (2). The description of this simple distributed application implies behavioural constraints of greater depth than the basic communication actions. The (sender-side) predicate and effect for the interaction step, y
10 y
S.x S.x++ , asserts that the message y sent to each client must equal the current value
of S.x, a state variable x allocated to the principal serving as S; and that the local effect
of this message send is to increment S.x. In this way, S is specified to send incremental
values across consecutive sessions. The resulting global specifications are called multiparty stateful assertions (MPSAs), and model the skeletal structure of the interactions
of a session, the constraints on the exchanged messages and on the branches to be followed, and the effects of each interaction on the virtual state.
In order to obtain a clear understanding of the status of the logical methodology
proposed in [2], it is useful to relate its notion of assertions to a more standard approach
in process logic. This would enable us to integrate different methods catering for different concerns, for which we may need a common logical basis. In this paper we consider
HML with predicates in [1, 3], and we justify the relevance of the stateful logical layer
of [2] by embedding the behaviours of each role in a session – i.e., the projections of
MPSAs – into a HML formula. In this way, the required predicates will hold if a process
and its state perform reductions and updates matching those of the specification.
y : Nat, sC y

y

S.x

(3)

S.x++ true

(3) is the formula corresponding to the behaviour of S in (2) on channel s, where `
means “if a process and its state perform the action `, the resulting pair satisfies ”.
Communications and state updates are treated as actions of a labelled transition system.
We explain how specifications handling several roles in several sessions can be
soundly and completely embedded, through the use of an interleaving of formulae,
exploring all the possible orders in which the actions coming from different sessions
can be performed, and ensuring that predicates are always satisfied.

2

HML Embedding

MPSAs. We focus here on local assertions, ranged over by L. L refers to a specific role;
we assume it derives, via projection, from some global assertion as in [2] – e.g., as (2).
L ::

p! li xi : Ui Ai Ei .Li i I p? li xi : Ui Ai Ei .Li
µt y : A x : S .L : A t y : A
end
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i I

Selection p! li xi : Ui Ai Ei .Li i I models an interaction where the role sends
p a branch label li and a message xi of sort Ui (e.g., int, bool, etc., and local assertion
for delegation). Ai are predicates1 and Ei state updates. We use guarded recursion,
defining a parameter x initially set equal to a value satisfying the initialisation predicate
A , with A being an invariant predicate. Judgements are of the form
P : where
is a shared environment and is the session environment (see [2] for more details).
HML. [2] uses local assertions as a basis for the verification of a processes, ranged
over by P . Here, the behaviour prescribed for P is modelled using the standard HML
with the first-order predicates as in [1]. We use the same type of predicate A as in MPSAs. We associate this HML with a LTS where actions ` model communications and
`
`
state updates. Namely, P,
P , if either P
P and
or P
P and
after `. We use to denote HML-formulae, which are built from predicates,
implications, universal quantifiers, conjunctions and must modalities. We remark that
the logic used in this safety embedding is positive: if we remove the implication symbol, there is no negation, no existential quantifier, no disjunction and no may modality.
Additionally, the implication will always appear as A
meaning that modalities
never appear in the negative side.
::

`

true

A

x : S.

` ::

s p, q x

s p, q x

E

The satisfactions rules (Figure 1) are fairly standard, for a pair P, to satisfy a
predicate A, A has to hold w.r.t. to , denoted by
A is a
bool A, meaning that
tautology for the boolean logic.
P,

P,

1

P,
For all P ,

s.t. P,
P

1
`

P ,

if P,

2

P,

2

,P ,

bool

`

P,

1

P,

true
A

then P,
1

2
2

For all values v of type T, P,

A

P,

v x

x : T.

Fig. 1. Logical rules

The embedding of local types we propose is parametrised with a session channel
s p . Assertions appearing in input prefixes are embedded as premises in implications,
and assertions in output prefixes have to be satisfied, yielding:
q! li xi : Si Ai Ei .Li

i I

s p

xi : Si , s p, q xi

Ai

i I

q? lj xj : Sj Aj

Ej .Lj

j J

s p

xj : Sj , s q, p xj
j J

Aj

Ei Li

s p

(4)

Lj

s p

(5)

The embedding of selection (4), is a conjunction of formulae corresponding to the
branches: for each value sent on the session channel, predicates should be satisfied and,
if the state is updated, the embedding of the continuation should hold. For branching
types (4), the assertion is used as an hypothesis and no update appear.
1

As in [2, 3] we assume that the validity of closed formulae is decidable.
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3

Soundness

To obtain soundness for typing judgements involving specifications, we have to introduce interleavings of formulae, treating the fact that one process can play several
roles in several sessions. As a simple example both s p1 , p2 ? x .k! q1 , q2 10 and
k! q1 , q2 10 .s p1 , p2 ? x can be typed with s p2 : p1 ? x : Nat .end, k q1 :
q2 ! y : Nat .end.
Interleaving is not a new operator per se and can be seen as syntactic sugar, describing shuffling of must modalities. The main rule for interleaving is: `1 1
`2 2
`1 1 `2 2
`2 `1 1
.
When
interleaving
two
or
more
formulae
contain2
ing modalities, we obtain a conjunction of formulae, each one representing a different
way of organising all modalities in a way preserving their initial orders. Informally,
the interleaving of 1 2 and A B is 1 2 A B
A B 1 2
1 A 2 B
A 1 B 2
1 A B 2
A 1 2 B .
We encode a pair , into a complex formula Inter , , defined as the interleaving of the formulae obtained by encoding the local types of on their corresponding channels and the formulae corresponding to , built as follows: for each channel
a : I G , if some s p is received on a, the resulting process should satisfy the encoding
on s p of the projection of G on p:
Inter s1 p1 , . . . , sn pn ; a1 : I G1 , . . . , am : I Gm
T 1 s 1 p1
...
Tn

s n pn

1

...

m

where i
si . pi . ai si pi
G i pi
.
The erasing operator Er L , which translates an asserted type into its unasserted
counterpart is defined by the removal of every assertion from the local types. Unasserted
typing rules for the judgements P
are easily deduced. Our preciseness result is:
si p i

Proposition 1 (Preciseness). If
P Er
and P,
Inter

4

,

P
, then: P,
then
P
.

Inter

,

. If

Refinements

Embedding to pure HML We are actually able to embed a stateful satisfaction relation
P,
into a satisfaction relation P
for a standard ⇡-calculus with first-order
values, by encoding the store into a ⇡-process:
x1
v1 , . . . , x n
vn p
a 1 v1 . . . a n vn
!x1 e .a1 y1 . . . an yn . a1 eval e y1 . . . yn x1 . . . xn
a 2 y 2 . . . a n yn
...
!xn e .a1 y1 . . . an yn . a1 y1 . . . an 1 yn 1 an eval e y1 . . . yn x1 . . . xn

For each variable xi in the domain of the state , we add an output prefix emitting its
content on the channel ai and we add a replicated module that waits for an update e
at xi , then capture the value of all variables of the current state, replace the variable
xi by evaluating e by eval, and then makes available the other ones. Soundness and
completeness allow us to state that HML formulae for pairs state/process can be seen
as pure HML formulas on the ⇡-processes.
The embedding for the formula is given by E p
E p
p and A p
x1 v1 . . . xn vn A v1 , . . . , vn x1 , . . . , xn where the state variables of A are
x1 , . . . , x n .
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Proposition 2 (Preciseness). If P,
If P p
p
p then P,

, then P

p

p

p.

Embedding Recursion Recursion, absent from the previous embeddings, can actually
be encoded at the cost of much technical details. We add to our HML syntax the recursion operators, µX. and X (similar to the ones present in the µ-calculus [5]). The
main difficulty lies in the interaction between interleaving and recursion: loops coming
from different sessions can be interleaved in many different way, and the difficult task
is to compute the finite formula which is equivalent to this interleaving. As a small example consider the following session environment (interactions are replaced by integer
labels): s1 p1 : µX.1.2.X, s2 p2 : µY.3.4.Y . The simplest HML formula describing
all possible interleavings is:
µA. 1 µB. 2 A
3 µC. 4 B
2 1C
4 .A
3 µD. 4 .A
1 µE. 2 D
4 2A
3E

We will not detail here how we proceed. The idea is that we translate every session
judgment into formula, and then every formula into a finite automaton where one state
corresponds either to a sequence or a recursion, and where transitions correspond to
inputs and outputs. The automata are then merged into a a parallel automaton, which is
expanded recursively into branch automata and translated back into formulas.
On our example, we obtain the formulas µX. 1 2 .X and µY. 3 4 .Y , each one
giving an automaton with 2 states (initial and between 1 (resp. 3 ) and 2 (resp.
4 )). Merging yields automata with 4 states: the inital one, one after 1 , one after
3 , one after both 1 and 3 . This automata is diamond-shaped, and, as a result, not
tree-shaped. Expansion yields an automata with 7 states, which is then translated in
the formula described above. The preciseness proof relies on the fact that the operation
described in 3. and 4. give equivalent automata, and that two formulas translated to two
equivalent automata are equivalent for the HML satisfaction relation.
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In a paper presented at SOS 2010 [13], we developed a framework for big-step semantics for interactive input-output in combination with divergence, based on coinductive and mixed inductivecoinductive notions of resumptions, evaluation and termination-sensitive weak bisimilarity. In contrast to standard inductively defined big-step semantics, this framework handles divergence properly;
in particular, runs that produce some observable effects and then diverge, are not “lost”. Here we
scale this approach for shared-variable concurrency on a simple example language. We develop the
metatheory of this semantics in a constructive logic.

1

Introduction

The purpose of this paper is to advocate two ideas. First, big-step operational semantics can handle divergence as well as small-step semantics, so that both terminating and diverging behaviors can be reasoned
about uniformly. Big-step semantics that account for divergence properly are achieved by working with
coinductive semantic entities (transcripts of possible infinite computation paths or nonwellfounded computation trees) and coinductive evaluation. Second, contrary to what is so often stated, concurrency is
not inherently small-step, or at least not more inherently than any kind of effect produced incrementally
during a program’s run (e.g., interactive output). Big-step semantics for concurrency can be built by
borrowing the suitable denotational machinery, except that we do not want to use domains and fixpoints
to deal with partiality, but coinductively defined sets and corecursion. In this paper, we use a version of
resumptions, more specifically of coinductive resumptions. This datatype is a monad that accommodates
both concurrency and divergence.
We build on our previous work [13] and develop a resumption-based big-step semantics with several
variations for a simple imperative language with shared-variable concurrency. The metatheory of this
semantics (e.g., the equivalence of evaluation in the big-step semantics to maximal multi-step reduction
in a reference small-step semantics) is entirely constructive (which means that we can compute big-step
evaluations from maximal multi-step reductions and vice versa); moreover, deterministic versions of
evaluation are also computable functions.
The idea that divergence can be properly accounted for by switching to coinductively defined semantic entities such as possibly infinitely delayed states or possibly infinite traces is due to Capretta [3].
The deeper underlying theory is based on completely iterative monads and has been treated in detail by
Goncharov and Schröder [7].
Leroy [9] attempted to use coinductive big-step semantics to reason about both terminating and
diverging program runs in the Compcert project on a formally certified compiler, but ran into certain semantic anomalies (proving the big-step and small-step semantics equivalent required the use of excluded
middle, which should not be needed; infinite loops were not specifically arranged to be productive, with
the effect that infinite loops with no observable effects led to finite traces, to which other traces could be
appended) (cf. also the simultaneous work by Cousot and Cousot [5]). Nakata and Uustalu [11] fixed the
anomalies and arrived at a systematic account of trace-based big-step semantics for divergence in a purely
Preliminary Report. Final version to appear in:
PLACES 2013

sequential, side-effect-free setting (in relational and also functional styles). Further [12, 13], they also
developed a matching Hoare logic and scaled the approach to a combination of interactive input/output
with divergence. Danielsson [6] has strongly promoted especially functional-style coinductive big-step
semantics. Ancona [2] used a coinductive big-step semantics of Java to show it type-sound in a sense
that covers also divergence: if a program is type-sound, it produces a trace.
The tool of resumptions was originated by Plotkin [14] and has since been developed and used
by several authors [4, 8]. An inductive trace-based big-step semantics for a concurrent language (not
handling divergence) has appeared in the work of Mitchell [10].

2
2.1

An example language and semantics
Syntax

We look at a minimal language with shared-variable concurrency (cf. Amadio [1]) whose statements are
given inductively by the grammar
s ::= x := e | skip | s0 ; s1 | if e then st else s f | while e do st | s0 k s1 | atomic s | await e do s
The intention is that s0 k s1 is parallel composition of s0 and s1 (in particular, it terminates when both
branches have terminated). The statement atomic s is executed by running s atomically; the statement
await e do s is executed by waiting until e is true (other computations can have their chance in the
meantime) and then running s atomically. Scheduling is preemptive, only assignments and boolean
guards are atomic implicitly.

2.2

A resumption-based big-step semantics

The central semantic entities in our semantics are resumptions (computation trees). Resumptions are
defined coinductively by the following rules (in this text, coinductive definitions are indicated by double
rule-lines).
r : res r0 : res r1 : res s : stmt s : state
s : state
ret s : res d r : res
r0 + r1 : res
yield s s : res

The resumption ret s denotes a computation that terminated in a state s . The resumption d r is a
computation that first produces an unit delay (makes an internal small step) and continues then as r.
The resumption r0 + r1 is a choice between two resumptions r0 and r1 . The resumption yield s s is a
computation that has released control in a state s and will further execute a statement s when (and if) it
regains control. The definition being coinductive has the effect that resumptions can be non-wellfounded,
i.e., computations can go on forever.
Evaluation of a statement s relates a (pre-)state to a (post-)resumption and is defined coinductively
by the rules
x := e, s ) d (ret s [x 7! JeK s ])
s |= e

skip, s ) ret s

s0 , s ) r

s1 , r )seq r0

s0 ; s1 , s ) r0

s 6|= e

if e then st else s f , s ) d (yield st s ) if e then st else s f , s ) d (yield s f s )
s |= e

s 6|= e

while e do st , s ) d (yield (st ; while e do st ) s ) while e do st , s ) d (ret s )
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s0 , s ) r0
s |= e

s1 , r0 )par r00

s1 , s ) r1

s0 k s1 , s ) r00 + r10

s, s ) r

s 6|= e

r0

r

await e do s, s ) d

s0 , r1 )par r10

r0

s, s ) r

r0

r

atomic s, s ) r0

await e do s, s ) d (yield (await e do s) s )

We have made sure that internal small steps take their time by inserting unit delays at all places where
assignments or boolean guards are evaluated. The yields in the rules for if and while signify control
release points. Control release also occurs at the “midpoint” of evaluation of any sequential composition.
This is handled by the base rule for sequential extension of evaluation (see below).
Sequential extension of evaluation relates a (pre-)resumption (the resumption present before some
statement is evaluated) to a (post-)resumption (the total resumption after). It is defined coinductively by
the rules
s, ret s )seq yield s s

s, r )seq r0

s, d r )seq d r0

s, r0 )seq r00

s, r1 )seq r10

s, r0 + r1 )seq r00 + r10

s, yield s0 s )seq yield (s0 ; s) s

Essentially, sequential extension of evaluation is a form of coinductive prefix closure of evaluation. But,
in addition, the base case inserts a control release between the termination of the first statement and the
start of the second statement of a sequential composition.
Parallel extension of evaluation, which also relates a resumption to a resumption, is for evaluating
a given statement in parallel with a given resumption. The idea is to create an opportunity for the given
statement to start when (and if) the resumption terminates or releases control. Also this relation is defined
coinductively.
s, ret s )par yield s s

s, r )par r0

s, d r )par d r0

s, r0 )par r00

s, r1 )par r10

s, r0 + r1 )par r00 + r10

s, yield s0 s )par yield (s0 k s) s

Finally, closing a resumption makes sure it does not release control. This is done by (repeatedly) “stitching” a resumption at every control release point by evaluating the residual statement from the state at this
point. The corresponding relation between two resumptions is defined coinductively by
ret s

ret s

r
dr

r0
d r0

r00

r0

r0 + r1

r1

r10

r00 + r10

s, s ) r

yield s s

r

r0
d r0

To give only two smallest examples, for s = x := 1 k (x := x + 2; x := x + 2), s = [x 7! 0], we
have s, s ) d (yield (x := x + 2; x := x + 2) [x 7! 1]) + d (yield (x := 1 k x := x + 2) [x 7! 2]) while
atomic s, s ) d 5 (ret [x 7! 5]) + d 2 (d 3 (ret [x 7! 3]) + d 3 (ret [x 7! 1])). For s = (await x = 0 do x := 1) k
x := 2, s = [x 7! 0], we have s, s ) d 2 (yield x := 2 [x 7! 1]) + d 1 (yield (await x = 0 do x := 1) [x 7! 2])
whereas atomic s, s ) d 4 (ret [x 7! 2]) + d • .
To validate this semantics, we can relate it to a small-step semantics. We give a suitable definition in
Appendix A. Evaluation in our big-step semantics agrees with the maximal multi-step reduction in the
small-step semantics.
Since we collect the possible executions of a statement into a single computation tree and divergence
is represented by infinite delays, evaluation is deterministic and total. This means that it can be turned
into a function (so from the constructive point of view, evaluations can not only be checked, but also
computed—which is only good of course).
It is also possible to work with a different (purely semantic) version of resumptions, requiring that the
residual programs at control release points are evaluated. This leads to a form of giant-step semantics. 1
1 One

might, of course argue, that what I have called the “big-step” semantics here should be called “medium-step”, and the
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2.3

Equivalences of resumptions

When are two resumptions to be considered equivalent? This depends on the purpose at hand. The finest
sensible notion is “very strong” bisimilarity defined coinductively by the rules
ret s ⇠ ret s

r ⇠ r⇤
d r ⇠ d r⇤

r0 ⇠ r0⇤ r1 ⇠ r1⇤
r0 + r1 ⇠ r0⇤ + r1⇤

yield s s ⇠ yield s s

(Classically, it is just equality of resumptions; but equality in intensional type theory is yet stronger.)
Our big-step semantics is deterministic and agrees with the functional version in exactly this strongest
meaningful sense.
The useful coarser notions evaluate residual statements of suspended resumptions and compare
the results for bisimilarity; ignore order and multiplicity of choices (ordinary strong bisimilarity); or
hide finite delays and/or choices altogether (termination-sensitive weak bisimilarity). The definition of
termination-sensitive weak bisimilarity requires combining or mixing induction and coinduction, with
several caveats to avoid. (First, it is easy to misdefine weak bisimilarity so that it equates any resumption
with the divergent resumption and therefore all resumptions. Second, a fairly attractive definition fails
to give reflexivity without the use of excluded middle, which is a warning that the definition is not the
“right one” from the constructive point of view.) We refrain from giving the details here, but the key
ideas are those from our SOS ’10 paper.

2.4

A trace-based big-step semantics

A trace-based semantics is obtained from the resumption-based semantics by simply removing the +
constructor of resumptions, splitting the evaluation rule for k into two rules (thereby turning evaluation
nondeterministic) and removing the rules for + in the definitions of extended evaluations and closing.
Because of the nondeterminism, trace-based evaluation cannot be turned into a function. But notice
that it is still total. Any scheduling leads to a valid trace (differently from standard inductive big-step
semantics, divergence from endless work or waiting does not lead to a “lost trace”).
Differently from the case of trace-based big-step evaluation, trace-based giant-step evaluation must,
in one way or another, use “guessing”. A valid giant-step trace of a statement consists in a trace from a
given pre-state to a control release state, followed by a trace of the residual statement from an arbitrary
(“guessed”) control grab state, etc. (unless the run terminates or diverges). When a statement is atomized,
most of the traces constructed in this speculative way are thrown away.

3

Conclusion

We have shown that, with coinductive denotations and coinductive evaluation, it is possible to give simple
and meaningful big-step descriptions of semantics of languages with concurrency. The key ideas remain
the same as in the purely sequential case. Most importantly, due care must be taken of the possibilities
of divergence. In particular, even diverging loops or await statements must be productive (by growing
resumptions or traces by unit delays). Finite delays can then be equated by a suitable notion of weak
bisimilarity.
“giant-step” semantics should be called “big-step”. I would not disagree. My choice of terminology here was motivated by
the intuition that “big-step” evaluation should run a statement to its completion. When a statement’s run has reached a control
release point, it is complete in the sense that it cannot run further on its own and it cannot be told what the scheduler will do
with it (it might even be unfair and not return control to it at all). Note, however, that big-step and giant-step evaluation agree
fully for statements of the form atomic s.
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Although we could not delve into this topic here, our definitions and proofs benefit heavily from the
fact that the datatype of resumptions is a monad, in fact a completely iterative monad, and moreover a
free one (as long as we equate only very strongly bisimilar resumptions).
With Wolfgang Ahrendt and Keiko Nakata, we have developed a coinductive big-step semantics for
ABS, an exploratory object-oriented language with an intricate concurrency model, developed in the FP7
ICT project HATS. ABS has cooperative scheduling of tasks (method invocations) communicating via
shared memory (fields) within every object and preemptive scheduling of objects communicating via
asynchronous method calls and futures. This work will be reported elsewhere.
Acknowledgements This research was supported by the EU FP7 ICT project HATS.
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A

Variation: a small-step semantics

This small-step semantics makes it possible to keep track of all runs of a statement at once. Single-step
reduction associates to a statement and state an extended configuration in a deterministic and total way.
With maximal multi-step reduction, a statement’s all runs are developed into a resumption.
Extended configurations (this datatype is a simple disjoint union):
s : stmt s : state
s : state
ret s : xcfg
d (s, s ) : xcfg

Resumptions:

s0 : stmt

s0 : state s1 : stmt s1 : state s : stmt s : state
(s0 , s0 ) + (s1 , s1 ) : xcfg
yield s s : xcfg

r : res r0 : res r1 : res s : stmt s : state
s : state
ret s : res d r : res
r0 + r1 : res
yield s s : res

Single-step reduction relates a state to an extended configuration and is defined inductively(!):
x := e, s ! d (skip, s [x 7! JeK s ])
skip, s ! ret s

s0 , s ! ret s 0
s0 ; s1 , s ! yield s1 s 0

s0 , s ! d (s00 , s 0 )

s0 ; s1 , s ! d (s00 ; s1 , s 0 )

s0 , s ! yield s00 s 0
s0 , s ! (s00 , s0 ) + (s01 , s1 )
s0 ; s1 , s ! (s00 ; s1 , s0 ) + (s01 ; s1 , s1 ) s0 ; s1 , s ! yield (s00 ; s1 ) s 0

s |= e
s 6|= e
if e then st else s f , s ! d (skip; st , s ) if e then st else s f , s ! d (skip; s f , s )

s |= e
s 6|= e
while e do st , s ! d (skip; (st ; while e do st ), s ) while e do st , s ! d (skip, s )
s0 k s1 , s ! (s0 T s1 , s ) + (s1 T s0 , s )

s0 , s ! ret s 0
s0 T s1 , s ! yield s1 s 0

s0 , s ! d (s00 , s 0 )

s0 T s1 , s ! d (s00 T s1 , s 0 )

s0 , s ! (s00 , s0 ) + (s01 , s1 )
s0 T s1 , s ! (s00 T s1 , s0 ) + (s01 T s1 , s1 )
s, s ! ret s 0

atomic s, s ! ret s 0

s0 , s ! yield s00 s 0

s0 T s1 , s ! yield (s00 k s1 ) s 0

s, s ! d (s0 , s 0 )
atomic s, s ! d (atomic s0 , s 0 )

s, s ! (s0 , s0 ) + (s1 , s1 )
s, s ! yield s0 s 0
atomic s, s ! (atomic s0 , s0 ) + (atomic s1 , s1 ) atomic s, s ! d (atomic s0 , s 0 )
s |= e
s |6 = e
await e do s, s ! d (atomic s, s ) await e do s, s ! d (skip; await e do s, s )

Notice that skip; s differs from s by allowing a control release before s is started. We have also used an
auxiliary statement form s0 T s1 (parallel composition, but s0 makes the first small step).
Maximal multi-step reduction relates a state to a resumption and is defined coinductively:
s, s ! ret s0

s, s !m ret s0

s, s ! d (s0 , s 0 ) s0 , s 0 !m r

s, s ! (s0 , s0 ) + (s1 , s1 ) s0 , s0 !m r0
s, s !m r0 + r1

s, s !m d r

s1 , s1 !m r1

s, s ! yield s0 s 0

s, s !m yield s0 s 0

Evaluation agrees with maximal multi-step reduction: s, s ) r iff s, s !m r.
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Abstract
We present the Glasgow Parallel Reduction Machine (GPRM), a novel, flexible framework for parallel task-composition based manycore programming. We structure programs
into task code, written as C++ classes, and communication code, written in a restricted
subset of C++ with pure functional semantics and parallel evaluation. In this paper we
discuss the GPRM, the virtual machine underlying our framework, and in particular GPIR,
the functional language used as the intermediate representation of the bytecode running on
the GPRM. Using examples in this language we show the flexibility and power of our task
composition framework. We demonstrate the potential using an implementation of a merge
sort algorithm on a 64-core Tilera processor, as well as on a conventional Intel quad-core
processor. Our results show that our approach actually outperforms the OpenMP code,
and greatly facilitates writing of parallel programs.

1

Introduction

In an attempt to keep Moore’s law from breaking down with the stagnation of clock speeds, processor
manufacturers have moved to manycore devices. Soon, tens and even hundreds of cores will be the
norm, even in laptops. However, most programming languages were originally intended for single-core
processors and consequently most software is written for single-core processors. Efficient utilization
of manycore platforms is a great challenge. POSIX threads enable parallel programming but they
are difficult to use and put the burden on the programmer, even when using compiler directives such
as OpenMP; there are number of languages where parallelism can be expressed natively without the
need for explicit thread creation [1, 2, 3, 4], but compared to mainstream languages such as C++ and
Java, none of them have found widespread adoption. Even if a multicore programming language would
find wide adoption, it would in the short term obviously be impossible to rewrite the vast amount
of single-core legacy code libraries, nor would it be productive. For many applications, especially
computationally-intensive ones, sequential algorithms are extremely efficient. We therefore propose an
approach which views programs as parallel compositions of (sequential) tasks.

The SMP superscalar (SMPSs) project from the Barcelona Supercomputing Center [5] also
allows programmers to write sequential applications and the framework is able to exploit the
existing concurrency and to use the different cores by means of an automatic parallelization
at run time. The SMPSs runtime builds a data dependency graph where each node represents
an instance of an annotated function and edges between nodes denote data dependencies. The
SMPSs program code must be annotated using special preprocessor directives. By contrast
our approach is to provide a language with default parallel evaluation implemented using a
restricted subset of C++ which is familiar and easy to use for the end users.

2

A Task Composition Framework for Manycore Platforms

To facilitate reuse of existing single-core code libraries we propose a task-based approach to manycore
programming, in particular for computationally intensive tasks. In our parlance, a task node consists
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of a task kernel and a task manager . A task kernel is typically a complex, self-contained unit offering a
specific functionality. Such a kernel is said to provide one or more services to the system. A task kernel
on its own is not aware of the rest of the system. The task manager provides the task composition
interface to the kernel.
To implement this paradigm, we have created the Glasgow Parallel Reduction Machine (GPRM), a
lightweight, distributed reduction engine for shared-memory and NUMA-style manycore and multiprocessor systems. The GPRM executes a strict functional machine language with concurrent evaluation
of function arguments.

3

The Glasgow Parallel Reduction Machine

The Glasgow Parallel Reduction Machine (GPRM) is a Virtual Machine in the sense that it evaluates
bytecode; it could equally be considered a runtime library as every instance of the GPRM is compiled
based on the source program. The GPRM evaluates the bytecode in parallel, as follows:
On startup, the GPRM creates a thread pool. The threads exchange packets via fifos. Each thread
runs a reduction engine. Computations are triggered by the arrival of a reference packet, a packet
which contains a reference to a subtask, i.e. a piece of bytecode representing an S-expression. Each
argument in this S-expression is either a reference or a value. References are sent out to other threads for
computation, values are stored. The leaf subtasks of the computational tree have either no arguments
or constant values as arguments, so no references need to be sent. The reduction engine then passes
the arguments of the S-expression to the task kernel. The result of the computation is returned to the
caller, i.e. the sender of the reference packet. The reduction engine keeps track of which arguments
have been evaluated in this way.
The combined operation of all reduction engines in all threads results in the parallel reduction of
the entire program. Because the communication between the tasks is expressed using a pure functional
language, the Church-Rosser theorem [6] guarantees that the parallel evaluation is correct, and we can
easily express complex communication patterns between the tasks. The programmer does not need to
deal with creating and managing threads: parallel execution is the default and the GPRM manages
the thread pool.

4

Programming Model

Essentially, the GPRM programming model is one of computational tasks that communicate using a
function call mechanism. The function call tree is evaluated in parallel. This mechanism can support
various types of parallelism such as data parallelism, reduction, and pipeline parallelism.

4.1

Kernel Tasks and Wrapper Architecture

The computational kernel tasks are written as C++ classes. The end user creates classes in the
GPRM::Kernel::namespace. The only requirement on the class is that it does not instantiate another
class in the GPRM::Kernel::namespace. Execution of code in these classes follows (sequential) C++
semantics, including the possibility to create threads etc.
The compiler wraps every user class in a pure functional interface which provides the actual task
abstraction, essentially by generating a switch/case statement to select methods corresponding to byteword values. The communication between the tasks is expressed in a restricted subset of C++ with
parallel evaluation. This communication code is compiled into the Glasgow Parallel Intermediate Representation language (GPIR), a small, S-expression based functional language.

4.2

Glasgow Parallel Intermediate Representation Language

The Glasgow Parallel Intermediate Representation (GPIR) is based on the untyped lambda calculus
[7], with extensions similar to Scheme’s [8]: numbers, conditionals, lists. GPIR is more regular than
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Scheme in that every expression must be either a constant, a lambda variable or an operation-operands
sequence, i.e. any list must always start with an operation. Furthermore, the GPIR has one additional
syntactic construct, the quote ’. Quoting an expression defers evaluation from the Reduction Engine
to the task kernel. This deferred evaluation is the basic mechanism used in the GPRM to implement
control features. The GPIR syntax is given by:
<s-expr> is an S-expression of the form (operation <expr1 >...<exprm >)
operation is a literal;
<expri > is either an S-expression, or a literal (e.g. x or 42 )
The GPIR compiler converts nested S-expressions into a map of flat S-expressions by substituting
a reference for every non-literal expression, and then converts the flat S-expressions into bytecode,
essentially by assigning a 64-bit number to every reference and literal. The keys in the map are the
memory addresses where the bytecodes are stored.
For the purpose of this paper, the we consider the GPIR subset consisting of following types of
expressions:

lambda expression (λ0 x01 x2 ...0 x0n < s − expr >)
All arguments are quoted to defer evaluation. The compiled bytecode contains a list of flat Sexpressions representing the original nested expression.

beta reduction expression (β < λ − expr >< expr1 >< expr2 > ... < exprn >)
The beta reduction is performed at the level of the bytecode. After beta reduction, the bytecode
will be evaluated by the Reduction Engine. There are two points worth noting:
First, the arguments are evaluated in parallel. However, achieving sequential evaluation is very
simple: it suffices to convert (λ0 x01 x2 ...0 x0n < s − expr >) into
(λ0 x01 (λ0 x02 (λ ...0 (λ0 x0n < s − expr >))...))
Second, if the expressions are not quoted, they will be evaluated, i.e. they will return values.
However, as GPRM tasks are C++ objects, the methods will return either numerical values (e.g. int
or float) or pointers. The wrapper methods return both wrapped in a bytecode container, so that the
beta-substitution results in valid GPIR bytecode. However, if the expressions are quoted, then the
quoted byteword is obviously valid bytecode; the quote is removed during the substitution, so that the
references will be evaluated.

if expression In the if expression, if the iftrue and iffalse expression are quoted, only the expression
corresponding to the value of the condition is evaluated.
(if <cond-expr> ’<iftrue-expr> ’<iffalse-expr>)

list expressions The list expressions are defined in the usual functional style, based on the empty
list and the cons operation.

GPC to GPIR The GPC compiler separates the task code from the communication code based
on the namespace. As a simple example, the following code
GPRM::Kernel::Task1 t1;
GPRM::Kernel::Task1 t2;
{
int v1 = t1.m1();
int v2 = t2.m1(v1);
int v3 = t2.m2(v1);
return t1.m2(v2,v3);
}
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Figure 1: Performance of merge sort in GPRM and OpenMP on Tilera TILEPro64 and Intel
Core i7 Quad CPU
will be compiled into GPIR as
(β
(λ ’v1
’(t1.m2
(t2.m1 v1)
(t2.m2 v1)
))
(t1.m1))

4.3

Multiple Instances of Tasks

Dynamic scheduling of work on threads is performed using a control kernel: whereas a task (s1.m1 i)
will be executed on a compile-time assigned thread, using the ctrl.run service, a task can be scheduled
on a run-time computed thread: (ctrl.run ’(s1.m1 i) (thread-id-expression)). The thread-id-expression
can be a compile time constant, a run-time computed value or a value returned at run time by a
dynamic scheduler.

4.4

Example: Parallel Merge Sort

To illustrate the programming model, we consider an implementation of the Merge Sort algorithm which
is a good example of parallel reduction. We use two tasks, leaf and stem, implemented as methods of
a MergeSort class. The GPC task composition code uses a recursive tree:
GPRM::Kernel::MergeSort ms;
void f(int n,int nmax, int* a) {
if (n>=nmax) ms.leaf(n,a);
else ms.stem(f(2*n,nmax),f(2*n+1,nmax),a);
}
int main () { //...; f(1,64,a); return 0;}
In GPIR, this becomes:
(β
(λ ’f ’n ’nmax (β f n nmax))
(λ ’n ’nmax
(if (>= n nmax)
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’(ctrl.run ’(ms.leaf n) (+ (% n ’64) ’1) )
’(ctrl.run ’(ms.stem (β f (* ’2 n) nmax) (β f (+ ’1 (* ’2 n)) nmax) )
(+ (% n ’64) ’1))))
’1 ’64)
Note the explicit run-time thread allocation. Fig. 1 shows the performance of the GPRM compared to
a high-performance OpenMP implementation [9], on the Tilera TILEPro64 processor1 , as well as on a
quad-core Intel Core i7-2630QM. Note that the Intel CPU runs at 2.00GHz (with Intel Turbo Boost
technology up to 2.90GHz) whereas the Tilera processor runs at only 860MHz. Differences in CPU
speed and memory specifications account for the difference in performance at low numbers of threads.
Ignoring cache behaviors and communication delays, the theoretical model is based on the fact that the
running time for a single-threaded Merge Sort algorithm is k.n.log(n), in which k is the time required
for each operation and n is the number of elements. Therefore, the running time of the algorithm on 2
cores will be k n2 log n2 + kn, and so on. On the TILEPro64, the maximum number of available cores is
63 (one is required for the PCIe link between the card and host), which would result in a critical path
when using 64 threads. Also, with the hyper-threading technology, the number of available cores on
the Intel Core i7 platform is 8 which restricts the performance gain at higher numbers of threads.
It is clear from these results that the GPRM overhead is negligible on both platforms, indeed
the GPRM slightly outperforms the OpenMP version for larger numbers of threads. Furthermore,
the example illustrates how easy it is to create complex parallel programs using this approach. The
corresponding OpenMP code uses parallel OpenMP sections to assign recursive calls to threads.

5

Conclusion and Future Work

We have presented a new approach towards manycore programming, based on a functional task composition language with parallel reduction, implemented as the Glasgow Parallel Reduction Machine. We
have shown that our approach outperforms OpenMP for merge sort on large arrays. We are currently
working on an OpenCL version of the GPRM, for use on GPUs and, eventually, FPGAs. In this way
we aim to create a unified programming framework for heterogeneous manycore systems.
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Abstract
This paper presents the first implementation of session types in a dynamically-typed language Python. Communication safety of the whole system is guaranteed at runtime by monitors that check
the execution traces comply with an associated protocol. Protocols are written in Scribble, a choreography description language based on multiparty session types, with addition of logic formulas for
more precise behaviour properties. The presented framework overcomes the limitations of previous
works on the session types where all endpoints should be statically typed so that they do not permit interoperability with untyped participants. The advantages, expressiveness and performance of
dynamic protocol checking are demonstrated through use case and benchmarks.

1

Introduction

The study of multiparty session types (MPST) has explored a type theory for distributed programs
which can ensure, for any typable programs, a full guarantee of deadlock-freedom and communication
safety 1 through static type checking. However, a static verification is not always feasible and dynamic
approaches have several advantages. First, when access to the source code is restricted a dynamic verification enables to detect and ensure the correctness of external untyped components. Second, constraints
on the message payload are easier to check dynamically. Third, as shown in this paper, dynamic checking is less obstructive to the source code, because it does not require extensions of the host language as
in the existing works on session types.
In this paper we present a toolchain for session-based programming (hereafter conversation programming) in Python that uses
Global Protocol
MPST-protocols to dynamically verify the communication safety
Specification
of the running system. Conversation programming in Python rePROJECTION
(Scribble)
sembles the standard development methodology for MPST-based
Local Specification
frameworks (Fig. 1). It starts by specifying the intended interactions (choreography) as a global protocol in the protocol description language Scribble [14]. Then Scribble local protocols
Implementation Source Code
(Python)
Conversation
are generated mechanically for each participant (role) defined in
Runtime
the protocol. After that processes for each role are implemented
using MPST operations exposed by Python conversation library.
An external monitor is assigned to each endpoint.
Monitor
Verification
During communication initiation the monitor retrieves the local
(Dynamic)
protocol for its process and converts it to finite state machine
SAFE NETWORK
(FSM). The FSM continuously checks at runtime that each interFigure
1:
Development
methodology
action (execution trace) is correct. If all participants comply to
their protocols, the whole communication is guaranteed to be safe [5]. If participants do not comply,
violations (such as deadlocks and communication mismatch) are detected and optionally ignored.
1 Communication
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The presented framework brings several non-trivial contributions to MPST works. First, Scribble is
extended with logic assertions (constraints on the message payload). Second, implementing MPST in a
dynamic language requires different code augmentation techniques. For that purpose, we have defined
minimal, but sufficient and extendable format for conversation message headers. Third, we show that
using FSMs for MPST checking has reasonable overhead. The algorithm used to convert local session
types to FSM is based on [7], however we have optimised it to avoid the state explosion for parallel subprotocols and have extended it for the new Scribble constructs. Finally, the Python API is more flexible
comparing other session types language extensions, because it supports different programming styles
(event-driven and thread-based, see Fig. 4). From the existing implementations only SJ [10] features
event-driven programming, but it has more strict typing rules.
To the best of our knowledge, this is the first implementation of session types for decentralised monitoring. Our practical framework is inspired by the formal model of MPST runtime safety enforcement
presented in [5, 6]. In the aforementioned works conformance to stipulated global protocols is guaranteed at runtime through local monitoring.
The rest of the paper illustrates the key features of our conversation framework, the Python runtime and
its API (§ 2), it also gives overview of the monitoring tool, along with its benchmarks (§ 3). § 5 discusses
future work and concludes. The code for the runtime and the monitor tool and example applications are
available from [15].

2

Conversation Programming in Python

This section illustrates the stages of our framework and its implementation through a use case. Step 1
and 2 illustrate the use case specification in Scribble, while Step 3 presents one of the main contributions of the paper - a python API for conversation programming. We present a use case obtained from
our industrial partners Ocean Observatory Institute (OOI) [12] (use case UC.R2.13 ”Acquire Data From
Instrument”). OOI aims to establish cyberinfrastructure for the delivery, management and analysis of
scientific data from a large network of ocean sensor. Their architecture relies on distributed run-time
monitoring to regulate the behaviour of third-party applications within the system. Part of the monitor
tool presented in this paper is already integrated in their system as an internal monitor.
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19

global protocol DataAquisition(
role U, role A, role I) {
Request(string:info) from U to A;
Request(string:info) from A to I;
choice at I {
Support from I to A;
rec Poll{
Poll from A to I;
choice at I {
Raw(data) from I to A
@{size(data) ≤ 512};
Formatted(data) from I to U;
Poll;
} or {
Stop from I to A;
Stop from A to U;}}
} or {
NotSupported from I to A;
Stop from A to I;
Stop from A to U;}}

Step 1: Global Protocol Scribble global protocol for the
use case is listed in Fig. 2. Scribble describes interactions
between session participants through message passing sequences, branches and recursion. Each message has a label
(an operator) and a payload. The first line declares the Data
Acquisition protocol and three participant roles - a User (U),
an Agent service (A) and an Instrument (I). The overall scenario is as follows: U requests via A to start streaming a list
of resources from I (line 2–3). At Line 4 I makes a choice
wether to continue the interaction or not. If I supports the requested resource the communication continues and A starts to
poll resources from I and streams them to U (line 6–15). Line
10 shows the new assertion construct and restricts I to send
data packages that are less than 512MB. The presented assertion extension is inspired by [4]. However, we do not stick to
a predefined logic, but allow various policy languages to be
incorporated inside an assertion construct.

Figure 2: Global Protocol
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Step 2: Global-to-local protocol projection Local protocols specify the communication behaviour for
each conversation participant. Local protocols are mechanically projected from the global protocol. A
local protocol is essentially a view of the global protocol from the perspective of one participant role.
Projection basically works by identifying the message exchanges where the participant is involved, and
disregarding the rest, while preserving the overall interaction structure of the global protocol. The
assertions are similarly preserved by projection where relevant.
Step 3: Process Implementation Fig. 4 illustrates con- # session initiation
versation API by presenting two alternative implementa- create(protocol, inv_config.yml)
tions in Python for the User process. Python conversa- # accept an invitation
tion API offers a high level interface for safe conversation join(self, role, principal_name)
# send a msg
programming and maps basic session calculus primitives to send(self, to_role, op, payload)
lower-level communication actions on a concrete transport # receive a msg
(AMQP [1] in this case). The implementation is built on top recv(self, from_role)
of Pika [13], a widely used AMQP client library for Python. # receive asynchronously
recv_async(self, from_role, callback)
Fig. 3 lists the basic API methods. In short, the API pro- # close the connection
vides functionality for (1) session initiation and joining and stop()
(2) basic send/receive. Each message embeds in its payload
a conversation header. The header contains session inforFigure 3: Conversation API
mation either for monitor initialisation (in case of invitation messages), or session checking (in case of
in-session messages).
Conversation initiation The Conversation.create method initiates a new conversation. It creates a
fresh conversation id and the required AMQP objects (principal exchange and queue), and sends an
invitation message for each role specified in the protocol. Invitation mechanism is needed to map the
role names to concrete addressable entities on the network (principals) and to propagate this mapping
to all participants. Invitation header carries a conversation id, a role, a principal name (resolvable to
a network address) and a name for a Scribble local specification file. In our example, the User starts
a session and sends invitation to all other participants. Once the invitations are sent and accepted, a
session is established and the intended message exchange can start. An invitation for a role is accepted
using the Conversation.join method. It establishes an AMQP connection and, if one does not exist,
creates an invitation queue on which the invitee waits to receive an invitation.
class ClientApp(BaseApp):
def start(self):
c = Conversation.create(’DataAquisition’, ’
config.yml’)
c.join(’U’, ’alice’)
resource_request = c.receive(’U’)
c.send(’I’, resource_request)
req_result = c.receive(’I’)
if (req_result == SUPPORTED):
c.send(’I’, ’Poll’)
op, data = c.receive(’I’)
while (op != ’Stop’):
formatted_data = format(data)
c.send(’U’, fomratted_data)
c.send(’U’, stop)
else:
c.send(’U, I’, stop)
c.stop()
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class ClientApp(BaseApp):
def start(self):
c = Conversation.create(’DataAquisition’, ’
config.yml’)
c.join(’U’, ’alice’)
c.receive_async(’U’, on_request_received)
def on_request_received(self, conv, op, msg):
if (op == SUPPORTED):
conv.send(’I’, ’Poll’)
conv.receive_async(’I’, ’on_data_received’)
else: conv.send(’I, U’, ’Stop’)

def on_data_received(self, conv, op, payload):
if (operation != ’Stop’):
formatted_data = format(payload)
c.send(’U’, formatted_data)
else:
conv.send(’U’, ’Stop’)
conv.stop()

Figure 4: Python standard (left) and event-driven (right) implementation of the User process
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Conversation message passing The API provides standard send/receive primitives. Send is asynchronous,
meaning that a basic send does not block on the corresponding receive; however, the basic receive does
block until the complete message has been received. An asynchronous receive (receive async) is also
provided to support event-driven usage of the conversation API. We have demonstrated two different
implementation for the the User process (threaded and event-driven). Both versions require the same
monitor for checking. The primitives for sending and receiving specify the name of the sender and
receiver role respectively. Runtime resolves the role name to the actual network destination by coordinating with the in-memory conversation routing table created as a result of the conversation invitation.
All messages are sent/received as a tuple of an operation and a payload. The API does not mandate how
the operation field should be treated, allowing the runtime freedom to interpret the operation name various ways, e.g. as a plain message label, an RMI method name, etc. Syntactic sugar such as automatic
dispatch on method calls based on the message operation is possible. More examples of programs using
the API can be found in [15].

3

Dynamic Verification

Monitor implementation To guarantee global safety our monitoring framework imposes complete
mediation of communications: no communication action should have an effect unless the message is
mediated by the monitor. We use the AMQP’s functions to reroute each outgoing/incoming message to
its associated monitor. Routing is configured during session initialisation.
Figure 5 depicts the main components and internal workflow of our prototype monitor. The
lower part relates to session initiation. The invitation message carries (a reference to) the local type for the invitee and the session id (global
types can be exchanged if the monitor has the
facility for projection.) The monitor generates
the FSM from the local type following [7]. Our
implementation differs from [7] in the treatment
of parallel sub-protocols (i.e. unordered message
sequences). For efficiency, the monitor generates nested FSMs for each session thread, avoiding the potential state explosion that comes from Figure 5: Monitor components and workflow. The messages are processed depending on their type: (1) Invitaconstructing their product. FSM generation has
tion Messages, and (2) Conversation Messages.
therefore polynomial time and space cost in the
length of the local type. The (nested) FSM is stored in a hash table with session id as the key. Due to
MPST well-formedness conditions (message label distinction), any nested FSM is uniquely identifiable
from any unordered message (i.e. session FSMs are deterministic). Transition functions are similarly
hashed, each entry having the shape: (current state, transition) 7→ (next state, assertion, var) where
transition is a triple (label, sender, receiver), and var is the variable binder for the message payload.
The upper part of the Figure relates to in-session messages, which carry the session id (matching an entry
in the FSM hash table), sender and receiver fields, and the message label and payload. This information
allows the monitor to retrieve the corresponding FSM (the message signature is matched to the FSM’s
transition function). Any associated assertions are evaluated by invoking an external logic engine; a
monitor can be configured to use various logic engines, for example, logic engines that support the
validation of assertions, automata-based specifications (such as security automata), or state updates. The
current implementation uses a Python predicate evaluator, which is sufficient for the example protocol
specifications that we have tested so far.
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Figure 6: Benchmarks (repeated 100 times)
Ubuntu 11.04 (kernel 2.6.38). Latency between each
node is measured to be 0.24 ms on average (ping 64 bytes). The charts emphasise the linear growth that
is introduced by the monitor in the various cases. Tests shows that this grow is due to the cost of the initial FSM construction and the main delay is due to forwarding, not to the core monitoring functionality.
As expected, checking a large, but flat FSM gives a negligible overhead (0.00002 ms on average). Most
importantly, the relative overhead decreases (from 12% to 9%) as the session length increases, because
the one-time FSM generation cost becomes less prominent. For the dense FSM the worse case scenario
results in linear overhead growth wrt. the number of parallel branches.
10

0.03

Related Work

The work closest to ours is [2]. It explores session types protocols as a test framework for multiagent
systems (MAS). A global session type is specified as cyclic Prolog terms in Jason (a MAS development platform) and verified through test monitors. Their global types are less expressive in comparison
with the language presented in this paper (due to restricted arity on forks and the lack of assertions).
Their monitor is centralised and global safety properties are not discussed. Kruger et al. [11] propose a run-time monitoring framework, projecting MSCs to FSM-based distributed monitors. They use
aspect-oriented programming techniques to inject monitors into the implementation of the components.
Our outline monitoring verifies conversation protocols and does not require such monitoring-specific
augmentation of programs. Gan [8] follows a similar but centralised approach to Kruger et al.
Works on monitoring BPEL languages can also be compared. Baresi et al. [3] develop a run-time
monitoring tool with assertions. However, a major difference is that BPEL approaches do not treat or
prove global safety. BPEL is expressive, but does not support distribution and is designed to work in a
centralised manner. In [9] authors use static analysis of Java Script code to construct a local protocol,
Runtime monitors verify against the generated specification. Such approach cannot detect incorrectly
implemented clients. Our monitor always checks against sound protocol specifications.

5

Conclusion and Future Work

We have shown that session types are amendable for dynamic verification. Our implementation automates distributed monitoring by generating FSMs from local protocol projections. Further benchmarks
are needed to compare the conversation API with existing network libraries and to investigate its performance. Future work includes also the incorporation of more elaborate handling of error cases into
monitor functionality, extending Scribble and automatic generation of services stubs. Although our implementation work is ongoing, the results confirm the feasibility of our approach. We believe this work
is an important step towards a better, safer world of easier to speak and easier to understand distributed
conversations.
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Abstract

The Message Passing Interface (MPI) is the de facto standard message-passing infrastructure for developing parallel applications. Two decades after the first version of the
library specification, MPI-based applications are nowadays routinely deployed on super
and cluster computers. These applications, written in C or Fortran, exhibit intricate message passing behaviours, making it hard to statically verify important properties such as
the absence of deadlocks. Our work builds on session types, a theory for describing protocols that provides for correct-by-construction guarantees in this regard. We annotate MPI
primitives and C code with session type contracts, written in the language of a software
verifier for C. Annotated code is then checked for correctness with the software verifier. We
present preliminary results and discuss the challenges that lie ahead for verifying realistic
MPI program compliance against session types.

Background and outline MPI is a library specification targeting the development of communication intensive parallel applications [3]. Following the Single-Program-Multiple-Data
paradigm, the code for all processes is written together. MPI supports a large collection of
communication primitives, including collective and point-to-point communications. Collective
operations must be performed by all processes. Point-to-point primitives mention the source
or target process. In order to distinguish such processes, a unique natural number is associated
to each process, called the process rank.
Writing MPI code without the support of a high-level description of the intended communication pattern is an error-prone task. In our approach, we start by writing the protocol in a
language tailored for describAnnotated
ing MPI communication patMPI Library
#includ
e
terns. Afterwards, we transsubmit
Yes/
late the protocol into annotade C + MPI source
No
to VCC
#inclu
tions written in the language
generate
Protocol in
Global type
VCC syntax
of a software verifier tool for
the C programming language,
manual
annotation
VCC [1]. The C+MPI code
imports the protocol definition (in VCC form) and a VCC-annotated MPI header with session
type contracts for the various MPI primitives. Depending on the specifics of the C code, further
manual annotations may be required. In this setting, VCC is invoked to check whether the C
code follows the communication type.
Scribble [7] is a protocol description language closely related to the language here proposed.
Based on the theory of Multiparty Session Types (MPST) [8], the language describes high-level
message-passing interactions. Protocol design with Scribble starts by identifying the communication participants. The body of the protocol describes the interactions from a global viewpoint,
with explicit senders and receivers, thus ensuring that all senders have a matching receiver and
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⇧ s i z e : { n : i n t | n 0 && n%3==0}.

s c a t t e r ( 0 , MPI FLOAT , s i z e / 3 ) .
loop (
message ( 2 , 1 , MPI FLOAT , 1 ) .
message ( 0 , 2 , MPI FLOAT , 1 ) .
message ( 1 , 0 , MPI FLOAT , 1 ) .
message ( 1 , 2 , MPI FLOAT , 1 ) .
message ( 2 , 0 , MPI FLOAT , 1 ) .
message ( 0 , 1 , MPI FLOAT , 1 ) .
a l l r e d u c e ( MPI FLOAT , 1 , MPI MAX ) .
end ) .
choice (
gather ( 0 , MPI FLOAT , s i z e / 3 ) . end ,
end ) .
end

Marques et al.

⇧ s i z e : { n : i n t | n 0 && n%3==0}.

s c a t t e r ( 0 , MPI FLOAT , s i z e / 3 ) .
loop (
send ( 2 , MPI FLOAT , 1 ) .
recv ( 1 , MPI FLOAT , 1 ) .
recv ( 2 , MPI FLOAT , 1 ) .
send ( 1 , MPI FLOAT , 1 ) .
a l l r e du c e ( MPI FLOAT , 1 , MPI MAX ) .
end ) .
choice (
gather ( 0 , MPI FLOAT , s i z e / 3 ) . end ,
end ) .
end

Figure 1: Global and (rank 0) local type for the finite di↵erences example
vice versa. Global protocols are then projected into each of their participants’ counterparts,
yielding one local protocol for each participant present in the global protocol. The projection
algorithm converts the user-defined global protocol into the local interaction behaviour of each
participant automatically, while preserving the overall interaction patterns and the order of the
interactions. Developers can then implement programs for the various individual participants,
based on the local protocols and using standard message-passing libraries. One such approach
builds a library of session primitives to be used within the C language [9].
In this work we slightly depart from MPST by introducing collective decision primitives,
allowing for instance patterns where all participants decide to enter or to leave a loop, impossible
to describe with Scribble. We found these primitives to be in line with the common practice
of MPI programming. Also, we directly check standard C+MPI code. Preliminary ideas were
put forward in [6].
Communication types for MPI programs Our running example is the one-dimensional
finite di↵erence problem, in which we have a vector X 0 and must compute X T governed by a
given recurrence formula [4]. The C+MPI code is given in appendix (Figure 3) for reference.
The algorithm starts by scattering the input vector X 0 among all participants, then loops
until the finite di↵erences converged to a given threshold (or a given number of iterations is
attained), and finally the solution is gathered at rank 0 (but only if the solution was found,
that is, if the loop converged). We assume the standard non-bu↵ered, synchronous semantics
of MPI operations, in that, e.g., an MPI Send operation blocks until the target process issues the
corresponding MPI Recv operation.
The atoms in our types describe individual MPI communications. Examples include broadcast, data distribution, and point-to-point messages. A type scatter(0,MPI FLOAT,size/3) denotes the
splitting of a float array into chunks of size/3, and the subsequent distribution to all processes
(3 is the number of processes in our running example). A type message(0,1,MPI FLOAT,1) denotes
the exchange of a float array of length one, from process 0 to process 1.
Individual MPI communications are composed via prefixing and collective decisions. The
terminated protocol is denoted by end. A protocol that scatters and then terminates can be
written as scatter(0,MPI FLOAT,size/3).end. Collective decisions include loops and choices. A type
loop(allreduce(MPI FLOAT,1,MPI MAX).end).T denotes a point in the protocol where all processes either
decide to enter or to leave the loop. In case a process enters the loop, it performs an allreduce
operation; in case it decides not to enter the loop, it continues as T. The case of a choice is
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typedef i n t MPI Datatype ;
typedef i n t Rank ;
typedef i n t Length ;
( datatype \Comm {
case send ( Rank , MPI Datatype , Length ) ;
case recv ( Rank , MPI Datatype , Length ) ;
case s c a t t e r ( Rank , MPI Datatype , Length ) ;
case gather ( Rank , MPI Datatype , Length ) ;
case bcast ( Rank , MPI Datatype , Length ) ;
...
})
( datatype \ Type {
case end ( ) ;
case comm( \Comm, \ Type ) ;
case loop ( \ Type , \ Type ) ;
case choice ( \ Type , \Type , \ Type ) ;
})

Figure 2: The

Type

Marques et al.

( ghost ( pure )
\Type t y p e f u n c ( i n t rank , i n t s i z e )
( requires 0  rank && rank < 3 )
( requires 0  s i z e && s i z e % 3 == 0 )
( ensures \ r e s u l t ==
comm( s c a t t e r ( 0 , MPI FLOAT , s i z e / 3 ) ,
loop
rank == 0 ?
comm( send ( 2 , MPI FLOAT , 1 ) ,
...) :
rank == 1 ?
comm( recv ( 2 , MPI FLOAT , 1 ) ,
...) :
/ / rank == 2
comm( send ( 1 , MPI FLOAT , 1 ) ,
...) ,
choice (
comm( gather ( 0 , MPI FLOAT , s i z e / 3 ) , end ( ) ) ,
end ( ) ,
end ( ) ) ) ) ) )

datatype and the local type function in VCC

similar. A type choice(gather(0,MPI FLOAT,size/3).end,end).T describes a point in the protocol where
all processes either decide to gather a float array, or decide not to engage in any MPI operation.
In either case, each process then continues as prescribed by T.
Ranks and array lengths are described by integer expressions. The examples above mention
variable size. Such a variable is introduced by a dependent function type constructor ⇧. A
type ⇧size : {n:int|0n && n%3==0}. scatter(0,MPI FLOAT,size/3).end denotes a protocol parametric on
the size of the problem that scatters a float array in chunks of length size/3. The type that
describes the global protocol for the running example, i.e., the protocol for all 3 processes
together, is in Figure 1 (left). In order to check MPI programs against such types, we first
project the type into each of the ranks present in the type, thus obtaining a series of local
protocols. Local protocols are very much like global protocols. The only di↵erence is that
a message(0,1,MPI FLOAT,1) communication is replaced by send(1,MPI FLOAT,1) when projecting on
rank 0, by recv(0,MPI FLOAT,1) when projecting on rank 1, and omitted for all other ranks. The
projection on rank 0 is in Figure 1 (right).
Verifying C+MPI code against communication types We encode local types in a rather
straightforward manner, shown in Figure 2: all ranks are projected by a unique VCC function,
type func in the figure, that takes an extra parameter for the rank of the process. The session type
for the program is kept in a ghost variable visible only to VCC, obtained by application of the
function that describes the local types. If size is the variable that keeps the length of the array
in all processes, and me is the variable that holds the rank of the process, then we introduce
an annotation (ghost type = type func (me, size)) , after the two variables have been initialised in all
processes.
Furthermore, rather than annotating calls to MPI primitives at each call site, a contract is
defined for each primitive. These contracts rely on the first and the next partial functions, both
operating on \Type, and defined by the following axioms.
\ f o r a l l \Type t ; \ f o r a l l \Comm c ; f i r s t (comm( c , t ) ) == c
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\ f o r a l l \Type t ; \ f o r a l l \Comm c ; n e x t (comm( c , t ) ) == t
\ f o r a l l \Type t1 , t 2 ; n e x t ( loop ( t1 , t 2 ) ) == t 2
\ f o r a l l \Type t1 , t2 , t 3 ; n e x t ( choice ( t1 , t2 , t 3 ) ) == t 3

For example, the session type contract for

MPI Send

is expressed by:

extern i n t MPI Send ( void ⇤ buf , i n t count , MPI Datatype datatype , i n t t a r g e t , i n t tag ,
MPI Comm c ( ghost \ Type inType ) ( out \ Type outType ) )
( requires f i r s t ( inType ) == send ( t a r g e t , datatype , count ) )
( ensures outType == n e x t ( inType ) )

where we use two ghost variables, inType and outType, to represent the types before and after the
application of MPI Send, respectively (VCC does not allow in/out ghost parameters). At the end
of the program, that is, at the call to MPI Finalize, we check that the type has reduced to end.
extern i n t M P I F i n a l i z e ( ( ghost \ Type inType )
( requires inType == end ( ) )
( ensures outType == end ( ) )

( out \ Type outType ) )

For loops we currently follow a very simple and intentional approach: a loop in the type
must be matched by a loop in the code. We require a further (partial) function to extract the
body of the loop of a loop type, governed by the following axiom.
\ f o r a l l \Type t1 , t 2 ; loopBody ( loop ( t1 , t 2 ) ) == t 1

Equipped with such a function the main loop of our running example is annotated as follows.
( ghost \ Type loop body = loopBody ( t y p e ) ;
\Type l o o p c o n t i n u a t i o n = n e x t ( t y p e ) ; )
while ( ! converged ( g l o b a l e r r ) && i t e r < MAX ITER ) {
( ghost t y p e = loop body ; )
...
( assert t y p e == end ( ) )

}

( ghost t y p e = l o o p c o n t i n u a t i o n ; )

The code is self-explanatory; notice that we require the loop to consume the type to the end.
The case of a choice is handled similarly.
We must also check the “data” part of MPI primitives: that the type of the bu↵er array
matches the declared MPI type, and that the bu↵er contains enough space. As an example,
the contract for MPI Send above is complemented with the following pre-conditions,
( requires d a t a t y p e == MPI INT ==> \ t h r e a d l o c a l a r r a y ( ( i n t ⇤ ) buf , count ) )
( requires d a t a t y p e == MPI FLOAT ==> \ t h r e a d l o c a l a r r a y ( ( f l o a t ⇤ ) buf , count ) )

where the \thread local array((int⇤) buf, count) means that the memory from &buf[0] to &buf[count 1] is
typed as int , hence that the pointers will not be outside the bounds of the array. The annotated
code for the running example is given in appendix (Figure 4) for reference. Overall, we tried
to keep the programmers’ annotations to a minimum. Still a few cannot be easily automated.
Finding out the expression that holds the length of the array to pass to function type func in
Figure 2 is one such case.
Results We manually annotated C+MPI code taken from standard textbooks. Even though
we have generated all annotations by hand, we distinguish those that can be automatically
generated (the local type function and the loop/choice annotations) from those that require
the programmer’s intervention. In the table below, we summarise the number of lines of code
(loc) in the original program (C column), the number of possibly automated annotations, the
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number of manual programmer annotations (and the average number of such annotations per
function), and the average time VCC took to complete the verification on a Windows machine
with two Intel 2.66 GHz cores and 2 GB of RAM. In addition to the numbers above we must
add approximately 800 lines of annotated C header files to describe the datatypes, axioms, and
the contracts for the various MPI primitives. Remark the small number of manual annotations
required to successfully verify the code. The annotated header files and examples are available
from http://www.di.fc.ul.pt/~edrdo/ampi-0.1.zip.
Program
C (loc) Auto annot. (loc) Manual annot. (loc) VCC time (s)
Finite di↵erences [4]
256
69
12 (2.4)
6.08
Parallel dot product [10]
357
81
14 (3.5)
3.73
Parallel Jacobi [10]
429
34
18 (6.0)
11.44
N-body simulation [5]
362
80
16 (5.3)
6.98
Challenges We have identified a framework for checking C+MPI code against a session type
language. Much remains to be done, including:
• The automatic generation of the local type function in VCC syntax; the automatic annotation of loops and conditionals; the automatic generation of contracts for C functions
that use MPI primitives;
• The introduction of parameterised types (cf. [2]) allowing to describe a variable number of participants; the incorporation of non-blocking operations (MPI Isend, MPI Irecv, and
MPI Wait); the introduction of dependencies between MPI primitives so that communications may refer to values in previous communications;
• Handling

loop

types in more flexible manner, e.g., using iso- or equi-recursive techniques;

• Checking that all processes e↵ectively follow the same branch in collective operations;
• Studying the theory of the collective operations.
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A

Appendix

i n t main ( i n t argc , char ⇤⇤ argv ) {
i n t np ;
/ / Number o f processes
i n t me;
/ / My process rank
M P I I n i t (& argc , &argv ) ;
MPI Comm size (MPI COMM WORLD, &np ) ;
MPI Comm rank (MPI COMM WORLD, &me ) ;
...
/ / S c a t t e r i n p u t data
M P I S c a t t e r ( work , l s i z e , MPI FLOAT , & l o c a l [ 1 ] , l s i z e , MPI FLOAT , 0 , MPI COMM WORLD ) ;
...
/ / Loop u n t i l f i n i t e d i f f e r e n c e s converge t o a minimum e r r o r o r max i t e r a t i o n s a t t a i n e d
i n t l e f t = ( np + me
1 ) % np ;
/ / L e f t neighbour
i n t r i g h t = (me + 1 ) % np ;
/ / R i g h t neighbour
while ( ! converged ( g l o b a l e r r ) && i t e r < MAX ITER ) {
...
i f (me % 2 == 0 ) {
MPI Send (& l o c a l [ 1 ] ,
1 , MPI FLOAT , l e f t , 0 , MPI COMM WORLD ) ;
MPI Recv (& l o c a l [ l s i z e + 1 ] , 1 , MPI FLOAT , r i g h t , 0 , MPI COMM WORLD, &s t a t u s ) ;
MPI Recv (& l o c a l [ 0 ] ,
1 , MPI FLOAT , l e f t , 0 , MPI COMM WORLD, &s t a t u s ) ;
MPI Send (& l o c a l [ l s i z e ] ,
1 , MPI FLOAT , r i g h t , 0 , MPI COMM WORLD ) ;
} else {
MPI Recv (& l o c a l [ l s i z e + 1 ] , 1 , MPI FLOAT , r i g h t , 0 , MPI COMM WORLD, &s t a t u s ) ;
MPI Send (& l o c a l [ 1 ] ,
1 , MPI FLOAT , l e f t , 0 , MPI COMM WORLD ) ;
MPI Send (& l o c a l [ l s i z e ] ,
1 , MPI FLOAT , r i g h t , 0 , MPI COMM WORLD ) ;
MPI Recv (& l o c a l [ 0 ] ,
1 , MPI FLOAT , l e f t , 0 , MPI COMM WORLD, &s t a t u s ) ;

}

...
M P I A l l r e d u c e (& l o c a l e r r , & g l o b a l e r r , 1 , MPI FLOAT , MPI MAX , MPI COMM WORLD ) ;
...

}

...
i f ( converged ( g l o b a l e r r ) ) {
/ / Gather data a t rank 0 f o r s o l u t i o n
MPI Gather (& l o c a l [ 1 ] , l s i z e , MPI FLOAT , work , l s i z e , MPI FLOAT , 0 , MPI COMM WORLD ) ;
...
} else {
p r i n t f ( ” F a i l e d t o converge a f t e r %d i t e r a t i o n s ! ” , MAX ITER ) ;

}

MPI Finalize ( ) ;
return 0;

}

Figure 3: Excerpt of an MPI program for the finite di↵erences algorithm (adapted from [4])
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i n t main ( i n t argc , char ⇤⇤ argv a m p i a r g d e c l ) {
...
M P I I n i t (& argc , &argv ) ;
MPI Comm size (MPI COMM WORLD, &np ) ;
MPI Comm rank (MPI COMM WORLD, &me ) ;
( assume np == 3 )
...
( ghost t y p e = t y p e (me, s i z e ) )
...
M P I S c a t t e r ( work , l s i z e , MPI FLOAT , & l o c a l [ 1 ] , l s i z e , MPI FLOAT , 0 , MPI COMM WORLD ) ;
...
( ghost \ Type loop body = loopBody ( t y p e ) ; )
( ghost \ Type l o o p c o n t i n u a t i o n = n e x t ( t y p e ) ; )
i n t l e f t = ( np + me
1 ) % np ;
/ / L e f t neighbour
i n t r i g h t = (me + 1 ) % np ;
/ / R i g h t neighbour
while ( ! converged ( g l o b a l e r r ) && i t e r < MAX ITER )
( writes &globalerr )
( w r i t e s \ a r r a y r a n g e ( l o c a l , ( unsigned ) l s i z e + 2 ) )

{

( ghost t y p e = loop body ; )
...
( assert t y p e == end ( ) )

}

( ghost t y p e = l o o p c o n t i n u a t i o n ; )
( ghost \ Type c h o i c e t r u e = choiceTrue ( t y p e ) )
( ghost \ Type c h o i c e f a l s e = c h o i c e F a l s e ( t y p e ) )
( ghost \ Type c h o i c e c o n t i n u a t i o n = n e x t ( t y p e ) )
i f ( converged ( g l o b a l e r r ) ) {
( ghost t y p e = c h o i c e t r u e )
MPI Gather (& l o c a l [ 1 ] , l s i z e , MPI FLOAT , work , l s i z e , MPI FLOAT , 0 , MPI COMM WORLD ) ;
...
( assert t y p e == end ( ) )
} else {
( ghost t y p e = c h o i c e f a l s e )
p r i n t f ( ” f a i l e d t o converge a f t e r %d i t e r a t i o n s ! ” , MAX ITER ) ;
( assert t y p e == end ( ) )

}

( ghost t y p e = c h o i c e c o n t i n u a t i o n )
MPI Finalize ( ) ;
return 0;

}

Figure 4: Annotated version of Figure 3
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Abstract
Writing concurrent programs is a hard task, even when using high-level synchronization
primitives such as transactional memories together with a functional language with wellcontrolled side-e↵ects such as Haskell, because the interferences generated by the processes
to each other can occur at di↵erent levels and in a very subtle way. The problem occurs
when a thread leaves or exposes the shared data in an inconsistent state with respect to
the application logic or the real meaning of the data. In this paper, we propose to associate
contracts to transactions and we define a program transformation that makes it possible to
extend static contract checking in the context of STM Haskell. As a result, we are able to
check statically that each transaction of a STM Haskell program handles the shared data
in a such way that a given consistency property, expressed in the form of an user-defined
boolean function, is preserved. This ensures that bad interference will not occur during
the execution of the concurrent program.

1

Introduction

Software Transactional Memory (STM) [8] is supposed to help us in a very tricky task, namely
writing concurrent programs. The pure and lazy functional language Haskell proposes a particularly clean and straightforward integration of STM [6, 3, 2] in its concurrent version. Shared
variables, called transactional variables (TVar) in the context of STM, can be accessed by different threads using the primitives readTVar and writeTVar, and the programmer can protect
those accesses from the interference of other threads by making them (conceptually) atomic
using the primitive atomically. TVar’s can be accessed only inside those atomic blocks, also
called transactions, a fact that is statically guaranteed by the type system of Haskell. Intuitively, if we consider two concurrent threads, IO operations can interleave but STM operations
can not, and the only way to make e↵ective a series of STM operations is to define the series
into an IO operation with the help of the primitive atomically. While the use of STM Haskell
allows to avoid many tricky low-level bugs, such as low-level race conditions and deadlocks, this
in itself is not an absolute guarantee for correctness [6]. Indeed, in spite of STM being a beautiful tool that allows one to get rid of low-level locking mechanisms and to focus on higher-level
aspects of the program, it does not prevent all errors related to concurrent programming. In
particular, a fundamental difficulty related to concurrent programming with shared variables
remains: the risk of exposing those data in an inconsistent state with respect to the application
logic [1].
Let us illustrate this problem on a simple example. Consider the source code presented in
the left part of Fig. 1, where the do notation refers to the classic syntactic sugar to express
monadic computations [3, 4]. The function add inserts a new value n into a list of integers
(the TVar shTab), and adds this very value to the value of another TVar shSum. In this
code, each individual update is protected by a transaction – the operation atomically – and,
consequently, the program is free of low-level race conditions (i.e. concurrent access to the
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same piece of data). This is both sufficient and efficient, as long as the values of the TVar’s
are independent. However, if there is an implicit link between the values of those variables,
the story is more subtle. Suppose that shSum is meant to represent at all times the sum of the
integers in the list shTab. In this case, an inconsistent state (in which the value of shTab has
been updated while the value of shSum has not) is exposed between the two transactions, which
may be problematic in a concurrent program. Indeed, suppose for example that at this precise
point, another thread doubles the value of shSum and of each integer of shTab. At the end of
the execution of both threads, the sum of the integers in the list shTab and the value of shSum
will be di↵erent, breaking the programmer’s intention and thus showing an unacceptable error
in the program. This situation is what is sometimes called an application-level race condition
[1], as it represents an inconsistency with respect to the logic of the application that cannot be
observed from the source code alone. In the context of our example, it can be easily corrected
by encapsulating both updates in a single transaction, as depicted in the right part of Fig. 1.
add n =
do atomically (do tab <- readTVar shTab
writeTVar shTab (Cons n tab))
atomically (do s <- readTVar shSum
writeTVar shSum (s+n))

add n =
atomically (do tab <- readTVar shTab
writeTVar shTab (Cons n tab)
s <- readTVar shSum
writeTVar shSum (s+n))

Figure 1: The function add implemented with two transactions (left) or, alternatively, with a
single transaction (right).
As application-level race conditions appear often and in a more subtle form in large programs
[7] and as they are hard to prevent with testing, there is a high interest of having a tool that
would be able to detect them statically. This involves verifying that each transaction preserves
the TVar’s in a state that is consistent with respect to the given application logic. Verification
of program properties expressed by so-called contracts is an interesting approach that has been
developed for a core version of Haskell [9]. Its convenience lies in the fact that the property to
be checked can be specified by writing it in the form of an Haskell function, which liberates the
programmer from the need of dealing with a separate specification language [9]. Unfortunately,
not being designed to handle concurrent programs, the technique does not handle mutable states
nor transactions. In this work, we present an approach that allows to extend the framework of
[9] to STM Haskell, and we show how we can use it to detect statically application-level race
conditions with respect to a given consistency definition.

2

The Framework

In this section, we present a framework that allows to statically detect application-level race
conditions in a STM Haskell program. In order to detail our approach, we show how it is
capable of detecting an inconsistency in the first implementation of the function add of Fig. 1,
while it proves the second one to be application-level race condition free.
As a first step, one needs to specify what it means for the transactional variables to be
in a consistent state. This can be done by writing a function, in Haskell, that returns True,
respectively False, if the set of TVar’s are in a consistent, resp. inconsistent, state. In the
context of our running example, this function would be as follows:
isConsistent (shTab,shSum) = computeSum shTab == shSum
where computeSum xs = case xs of Nil
-> 0
Cons l ls -> l + computeSum ls
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Indeed, in our program, the TVar’s are considered to be in a consistent state if the sum of the
elements from the list stored into shTab equals the integer stored into shSum. Note that the
function isConsistent is the only information that needs to be specified for our approach to be
capable of verifying the absence of errors with respect to this consistency definition. Moreover,
our framework allows this function to be any Haskell function that returns a boolean, including
expressions that involve calls to recursive functions that are defined elsewhere in the program.
In order to cast our technique in the setting of [9], we need to write a so-called contract
that each transaction needs to preserve. Such a contract typically provides a specification on
the input/output behaviour of a function. For example, the following contract inc :: {x |
x > 0} -> {r | r > x} says that the function inc takes a positive value x as argument, and
returns a value greater than x [9]; and append :: {xs | True} -> {ys | True} -> { zs |
length zs == length xs + length ys} says that the function append returns a list whose
length equals the sum of the lengths of its two arguments, which, by the way, can be any list [9].
Back to our example, we would like to prove that the following contract is satisfied by each
transaction of the program:
{(shTab,shSum) | isConsistent (shTab,shSum)} -> {(shTab’,shSum’) | isConsistent (shTab’,shSum’)}

Indeed, this contract specifies that if isConsistent (shTab,shSum) is True at the very beginning of the transaction, then, isConsistent (shTab’,shSum’) must also be True at the
very end of the transaction. Note that for notational convenience we use shTab’ and shSum’
to represent the values of the TVar’s upon exit of the transaction. In other words, the contract
specifies that a transaction must keep both TVar’s in a state that is consistent with respect
to the function isConsistent. Note that, as expected, we do not impose the TVar’s to be
consistent at the intermediate states of the transaction, as the execution of the code within a
transaction is, by definition, protected from the interference of the other threads.
To achieve verification of these contracts, we define an operator, which we denote by T ,
that transforms a STM Haskell program P , i.e. a program which involves I/O computations
with mutable variables and STM primitives, into a basic nonconcurrent Haskell program T (P )
– i.e. a program which is completely pure – in such a way that the contracts can be checked on
T (P ) by the nonconcurrent framework of [9], while the results of the analysis are valid for the
contracts in P .
The intuitive idea behind the transformation is to represent the e↵ect of a transaction on the
TVar’s by a pure function that takes the values of those variables as input, and that computes a
vector containing not only the value computed by the transaction but the values of the (updated)
TVar’s as well. More formally, a transaction is defined as an expression of type STM a, where
a depicts a polymorphic type, which represents the fact that the expression can access and
modify the TVar’s and, finally, returns a value of type a. Thus, we could actually represent a
transaction over n TVar’s by a lambda expression (v1 , . . . , vn ) ! (eret , e1 , . . . , en ). In Haskell,
this expression represents a function where the arguments v1 , . . . , vn represent the values of the
TVar’s before starting to execute the transaction. The function returns a vector containing
an expression eret – representing the value that would be returned by the transaction – and a
series of expressions e1 , . . . , en representing the values of the TVar’s as they would be at the
end of the transaction.
The result of transforming both versions of the add function from our running example
is represented in Fig. 2. Rather than providing the full definition of T , let us walk over
the di↵erent instructions and how they are transformed. Reading the value of a TVar tk is
transformed into the pure expression (v1 , . . . , vk , . . . , vn ) ! (vk , v1 , . . . , vk , . . . , vn ). Indeed,
a readTVar expression does not modify any TVar but returns the value corresponding to the
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initial value of tk , namely vk . In a similar vein, writing an expression e into a TVar tk can be
represented in a pure fashion by (v1 , . . . , vk , . . . , vn ) ! ((), v1 , . . . , e, . . . , vn ), where () is the
nullary constructor depicting the fact that the operation does not return any relevant value.
Note that the k’th position of the return vector contains the expression whose value should be
stored in tk . While the result of the full transformation (top of Fig. 2) seems complicated –
due to the nested lambda expressions representing the sequential behaviour of the instructions
constituting a transaction, these lambda expressions can easily be simplified using a set of
syntactic rewrite rules [5]. The result of simplification is depicted at the bottom part of Fig. 2.
add n =
do atomically (\(shTab,shSum) ->
(\tab -> \(shTab,shSum) ->
((),Cons n tab,shSum))
shTab (shTab,shSum))
atomically (\(shTab,shSum) ->
(\s -> \(shTab,shSum) ->
((),shTab,s+n))
shSum (shTab,shSum))

add n =
atomically (\(shTab,shSum) ->
(\tab -> \(shTab,shSum) ->
(\_ -> \(shTab,shSum) ->
(\s -> \(shTab,shSum) ->
((),shTab,s+n))
shSum (shTab,shSum))
() (Cons n tab,shSum))
shTab (shTab,shSum))

add n =
do atomically (\(shTab,shSum) ->
((),Cons n shTab,shSum))
atomically (\(shTab,shSum) ->
((),shTab,shSum+n))

add n =
atomically (\(shTab,shSum) ->
((),Cons n shTab,shSum+n))

# Simplification #

Figure 2: E↵ect of the static analysis T
The result of our transformation can be verified by standard contract checking for pure
expressions [9]. Concretely, for each expression of the form atomically ( (v1 , . . . , vn ) ! e),
the analysis should check that (v1 , . . . , vn ) ! e verifies the contract expressing the consistency
definition. Intuitively, the method to do so consists in integrating the contracts into the expression to be verified in a such way that the expression would fail, by returning ?, when the
contracts are not satisfied. Then, by inlining the adequate function calls and by using a set of
rewrite rules, the system tries to prove that the failure can not occur, i.e. ? is not reachable [9].
Fig. 3 shows the result for the first transaction of the left part and for the single transaction
of the right part of our running example. As can be seen, the contracts are integrated into the
previously converted expressions (those from Fig. 2) in a such way that ? is returned if the
transaction produces values that do not satisfy the function isConsistent. Let us first consider
the right-hand side of Fig. 3. For this expression, the system [9] is able to prove that the expression cannot return ? as a value. Although the exact reasoning strategy used by [9] is beyond
the scope of the current paper, we depict the code as it is after the inlining phase in which the
two calls to isConsistent are inlined and, afterwards, the second call of computeSum. And
indeed, if computeSum shTab == shSum is True, then it can be proven that (n+computeSum
shTab) == (shSum+n) can be reduced to True and False branch can be discarded. However,
as far as the left-hand side of the figure is concerned, the system [9] cannot infer that ? cannot
be obtained as a result. Indeed, if computeSum shTab == shSum is True, then (n+computeSum
shTab) == shSum will result in False for any nonzero value for n. These results can be transposed to the original concurrent program where they state that, the left-hand side version of
the add function does not necessarily preserves the consistency of the TVar’s and, thus, cannot
be proven to be free of application-level race conditions, whereas the right-hand side version
does.
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\(shTab,shSum) ->
case isConsistent (shTab,shSum) of
True -> case isConsistent
(Cons n shTab,shSum) of
True -> ((),Cons n shTab,shSum)
False -> ?
\(shTab,shSum) ->
case computeSum shTab == shSum of
True -> case (n+computeSum shTab)
== shSum of
True -> ((),Cons n shTab,shSum)
False -> ?

Romain Demeyer Wim Vanhoof
\(shTab,shSum) ->
case isConsistent (shTab,shSum) of
True -> case isConsistent
(Cons n shTab,shSum+n) of
True -> ((),Cons n shTab,shSum+n)
False -> ?

# Inlining #

\(shTab,shSum) ->
case computeSum shTab == shSum of
True -> case (n+computeSum shTab)
== (shSum+n) of
True -> ((),Cons n shTab,shSum+n)
False -> ?

Figure 3: E↵ect of the static contract checking

3

Conclusion

In this paper, we have described, with the help of a running example, a framework that allows
to detect statically application-level race conditions in STM Haskell programs. This framework
is able to prove that the transactional variables of the program are preserved in a globally
consistent state, whatever the interleaving of the threads may be.
Acknowledgments. We thank the anonymous reviewers for their constructive comments on
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Abstract
Co-operative and pre-emptive scheduling are usually considered to be complementary models
of threading. In the case of virtual machines, we show that they can be unified using a single
concept, the bounded execution of a thread of control. Furthermore this technique can be used to
surface the thread scheduler of a language into the language itself, allowing programs to provide
their own schedulers without any additional support in the virtual machine, and allowing the same
virtual machine to support di↵erent thread models simultaneously and without re-compilation.

1

Introduction

Multiple threads of control can make programs easier to write, by allowing logically concurrent activities to be coded independently, regardless of the availability of true concurrency.
These benefits accrue equally to all levels of the software stack: applications, operating systems
and virtual machines. In multicore environments there can also be performance benefits, but
improved expressiveness alone makes multiple threads attractive even for single-cored systems.
Virtual machines (VMs) can further improve expressiveness, by providing a base level of
abstraction targeted to the needs of the higher-level languages being written and hiding the
underlying complexities of di↵erent machine architectures. A typical virtual machine embodies
a particular model of threading and hard-codes a particular model of thread scheduling, prioritisation and so on. This choice will almost always be sub-optimal for some class of applications,
especially in the case of resource-constrained embedded systems and sensor networks where it
may be desirable for applications to exert close control over all aspects of the system’s operation. Equally, we want to keep the VM well-defined and not shu✏e important features into
platform-dependent libraries.
In this paper we observe that it is possible to construct a virtual machine that makes no
a priori choices about thread scheduling and concurrency control, yet without relegating these
vital functions to external libraries. Put another way, we allow the same VM to support
di↵erent concurrency models. We do this by simplifying the VM’s support for threading to
a single function o↵ering bounded execution of the virtual instruction stream. This approach
allows us to surface all other aspects of concurrency out of the VM and into the language.

2

Virtual machines and concurrency

Several modern programming language implementations adopt a virtual machine approach. The
most notable are Java (the Java Virtual Machine or JVM); C] and F] (the Common Language
Infrastructure [1]); GNU and Squeak Smalltalk; Lua; and Python. These VMs all adopt the
bytecode style, in which the VM defines the instruction set of a processor that is “ideal” in
some sense for the language being defined. This focus allows the language and VM designers
to collaborate to define an instruction set that exactly matches the needs of the language, and
so minimise space, time and compilation overheads, and the trade-o↵s between them. Some
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VMs are general enough to be targeted by several languages: by design in the case of CLI,
or through ingenuity in the case of the JVM. It also allows di↵erent implementations of the
same instruction set, targeted at di↵erent classes of machine (for example for Java standard [5],
bare-metal [4] and just-in-time [2] VMs, and highly portable Smalltalk [3]).
The core of a virtual machine is an inner interpreter that identifies and interprets
void b y t e c o d e _ i n n e r _ i n t e r p r e t e r () {
virtual instructions. For a bytecode VM the
while ( TRUE ) {
inner interpreter uses a virtual instruction
bytecode = * ip ++;
pointer (IP) to read an instruction and select
opcode = unpack_opcode ( bytecode );
switch ( opcode ) {
an appropriate behaviour to execute. The
case OP_NOOP :
bytecode may be “packed” to include (for exbreak ;
ample) a small integer literal or a jump o↵...
set to allow common instructons to take up
case OP_JUMP :
less space, and so may require some decoding
ip += unpack_offset ( bytecode );
break ;
to extract the opcode specifying the instruc...
tion’s implementation (a primitive) before ex}
ecution (figure 1). In a multithreaded archi}
tecture, each thread must give up the proces- }
sor after some time (referred to as its time
quantum) to allow another thread to execute.
Figure 1: Interpreting bytecode
In a co-operative (or coroutine) scheduler the
programmer embeds explicit instructions that
yield control at programmer-selected execution points. This slightly complicates programming
and means that poorly-written code may not yield often enough (or at all) to avoid starving
other threads of processor time, but has the advantage of requiring little or no concurrency
control on data structures, since a thread may manipulate shared data without fear of interference from another thread. (In single-core systems, at least: multi-core requires slightly
more care, for example separate control structures for each core.) By contrast, a pre-emptive
scheduler forcibly interrupts the executing thread, suspending it and allowing another thread
to be selected. This gives more power to the scheduler and prevents starvation, but requires
concurrency control over all shared data.
Typically each thread maintains its own stack space and instruction pointer cache. Changing
threads (a context switch) saves the VM’s stack and instruction pointers and replaces them
with those of the newly-scheduled thread. Implementing co-operative scheduling on a VM is
conceptually straightforward, with a yield() primitive invoking a context switch. Pre-emptive
scheduling often leads VM designers to use OS-level threads, swapping between several di↵erent
VM-level instruction streams. Context switches also need to be triggered when a thread blocks
on some event, such as a semaphore or a file read. This reduces the control the VM can o↵er
to the language level, and often makes its behaviour platform-specific. (Java, for example, has
primitives to block on object semaphores, but none for thread creation or scheduling [5].)

3

Bounded concurrency control

We assume a single core and therefore no “true” concurrency. Similar techniques can be used
in multicore environments.
The core problem in context switching is to take control away from a running language-level
thread (either voluntarily or forcibly) and give it to another. We propose to accomplish this
by changing the inner interpreter so that – instead of running an unbounded loop over a single
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virtual instruction stream which must be interrupted to regain control – it runs a bounded
loop to context-switch into a given thread and execute a certain maximum number of virtual
instructions before returning (figure 2). Here activate() context-switches the VM’s instruction
pointer and other registers to those of a given thread. If we assume that all primitives are nonblocking, then the such a bounded inner interpreter will always return to its caller in a finite
time. Non-blocking primitives are a strong assumption, but multithreading actually simplifies
the creation of blocking structures on a non-blocking substrate by allowing condition checking
to be made independent of the main program flow (exactly as an operating system does).
We could simply use this construction
to avoid the need for interruption and to
void bounded ( bound , thread ) {
re-factor the scheduler into another primioldthread = activate ( thread );
tive that uses the bounded inner interpreter.
n = bound ;
However, the construction facilitates a more
while (n - -) {
bytecode = * ip ++;
interesting approach whereby we remove the
opcode = unpack_opcode ( bytecode );
entire scheduling and concurrency control
switch ( opcode ) {
regime from the VM and surface it to the lan...
guage level.
}
}
Having bounded the inner interpreter, we
activate ( oldthread );
may now treat it as a virtual instruction in
its own right (since it is non-blocking). This }
means that we may use it in defining new beFigure 2: Bounded interpretation
haviours, and specifically we may use it in
thread scheduling and concurrency control.
The significance of this change is two-fold. Firstly, it blurs the distinction between co-operative
and pre-emptive thread scheduling. Suppose we provide language-level threads, each of which is
represented as a VM-level thread. At the VM level, thread scheduling is essentially co-operative:
the bounded inner interpreter runs the thread for a time quantum specified in terms of virtual
instructions and performs a voluntary context switch. At the language level, however, threads
are pre-empted arbitrarily (from their perspective), since they have no control over when the
underlying VM will switch them out. Secondly, bounded execution means that thread scheduling can itself be provided by a thread, rather than as a primitive. The scheduling thread chooses
a worker thread, boundedly executes it for its time quantum, receives control back and selects
another (or the same) thread for execution. Thread scheduling therefore need not be considered
as a VM function, and may instead happen at language level: one language-level thread can
use bounded execution to run another for a given period, without losing overall control of the
program’s execution.
Thread creation and scheduling. A
thread is created by allocating memory for its
while ( TRUE ) {
stacks and essential registers – tasks that can
task = dequeue ( runqueue );
be performed without primitive support – bebounded ( quantum , task );
fore scheduling the thread by adding it to the
enqueue ( task , runqueue );
scheduler’s run queue. Using a simple C-like }
language running on top of our VM, we might
encode the simplest roun-drobin scheduler as
Figure 3: Language-level scheduling
shown in figure 3. The point is that this is
program code and not VM code: it need not
be primitive, and so may be redefined independently of the VM.
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Within this style more complex schedulers are clearly possible. A scheduler might maintain
multiple run queues of di↵ering priorities and select the next thread from the highest-priority
queue having runnable threads. The quantum parameter determines the latency of context
switches in terms of virtual instructions: one might reduce this number to regain control into
the scheduler more frequently, and consult a timer to determine whether to perform a context
switch, leading to language-level threads that e↵ectively have time quanta specified in wallclock
times (at some granularity) rather than in virtual instructions.
Program-level concurrent objects. A small modification of the bounded inner interpreter
allows us to migrate semphores and control of other program-level concurrent objects to the
language level alongside the scheduler.
If we ignore the possibility that the thread may be pre-empted, implementing semaphores at
language level is straightforward. A semaphore consists of a counter and a thread queue. The
wait (P) function decrements the counter and, if it is less than zero, enqueues the thread onto
the thread queue and de-schedules it as far as the thread scheduler is concerned. The signal
(V) operation increments the counter and, if it remains less than zero, dequeues a thread from
the semaphore’s thread queue and adds it to the scheduler’s run queue. None of these functions
require explicit VM support.
Dealing with pre-emption requires that we change the bounded inner interpreter in three
ways. Firstly, we add a state flag to each thread which by default is RUNNABLE indicating that
the thread may continue to execute. Secondly, we introduce two other states: BLOCKED for a
thread that is blocked on a thread queue and so cannot be scheduled; and PRIORITISED for
a thread that should not be pre-empted. Setting a thread’s state to PRIORITISED forces the
bounded inner interpreter to keep executing virtual instructions in this thread, even if it comes
to the end of its allocated quantum. Finally, we return the thread state from the bounded inner
interpreter. This new scheme is shown in figure 4a, and is VM-level code: set thread state()
is another primitive that sets the running thread’s state. We modify the scheduler (at language
level) so that it runs prioritised and, after receiving control back from bounded(), it only
enqueues the thread back onto the run queue if it is RUNNABLE (figure 4b, language-level code).
int bounded ( bound , thread ) {
oldthread = activate ( thread );
n = bound ;
s e t _ t h r e a d _ s t a t e ( RUNNABLE );
while (( state = thread_state ()) ,
( state == PRIORITISED ) ||
(( state != BLOCKED ) && (n - -))) {
opcode = unpack_opcode ( bytecode );
switch ( opcode ) {
...
}
}
activate ( oldthread );
return state ;
}
(a) Inner interpreter

s e t _ t h r e a d _ s t a t e ( PRIORITISED );
while ( TRUE ) {
task = dequeue ( runqueue );
state = bounded ( quantum , task );
if ( state == RUNNABLE )
enqueue ( task , runqueue );
}
(b) Round-robin scheduler

Figure 4: Language-level concurrency control
We can now write a wait() primitive (for example) at language level rather than as a VM
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primitive. We first set the thread’s state to PRIORITISED. The thread can then manipulate the
semaphore’s counter and thread queue safely using the full features of the language, since it will
not be pre-empted. At the end of the definition we set the thread’s state to RUNNABLE if we pass
the semaphore or BLOCKED if the thread has been enqueued on the semaphore’s thread queue.
A RUNNABLE thread will keep running or, if it has reached its quantum, will be de-scheduled
and enqueued on the run queue; a BLOCKED thread will not be enqueued. The complementary
implmentation of signal() will prioritise the thread, dequeue a blocked thread (if any) from
the sempahore, enqueue it on the run queue, and then make itself RUNNABLE again to restore
normal scheduling.
What this shows is that the bounded inner interpreter with simple atomic thread statesetting o↵ers sufficient VM-level support to allow concurrency primitives to be lifted to language
level, and so allow a program to take complete control of its own concurrency control regime.
These operations then have access to the full scope of the language: they are not restricted to
the functions available primitively within the VM.
Clearly there is scope for errors in this scheme if program code is allowed to arbitrarily
make itself PRIORITISED, which essentially turns the pre-emptive scheme into a co-operative
scheme again. However, this is a problem for the language level that may be addressed using
permissions, encapsulation or whatever mechanisms (if any) the designer chooses: it is not an
issue for the VM, which can support any scheme chosen.

4

Conclusion

We have briefly presented an approach to opening-up the concurrency mechanisms in a virtual
machine, allowing the VM to provide minimal support (two primitive operations) and building
the rest of the concurrency regime at the language level. We have shown that this supports a
number of di↵erent approaches to concurrency, including allowing the definition of new thread
schedulers within a language so that they can be changed and specialised at run-time. One
may also choose between traditional and speculative concurrency, blocking and non-blocking
data structures and the like, entirely on top of the VM and therefore completely portably.
This scheme allows us to further enrich the program-level handling of concurrency on top
of a minimal virtual machine. It is possible, for example, to unify the treatment of threads and
delimited continuations, making these powerful features available on-demand with little or no
VM support – and therefore no overhead where they are not required. This is potentially of
great significance for sensor networks and other systems with severely limited resources, and we
are currently exploring what place such advanced language features have in such environments.
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